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ABSTRACT 

 Health misinformation on social media has consistently posed harms to public health 

efforts especially in the topic of vaccination. Vaccine misinformation has contributed to the 

delay and refusal of routine and possibly Covid-19 vaccinations. Studies have mainly been 

focused on reduction of misperceptions as an outcome of health misinformation corrections. 

However, vaccination intention and its predictors, such as attitude towards vaccination, 

perceived vaccine effectiveness, and vaccine safety concerns, are more important outcomes to be 

tested as they contribute to the actual vaccination uptake. Therefore, this dissertation takes the 

initiative on investigating what correction methods are the most effective and why, how 

corrections work in mitigating the harms brought by misinformation on vaccination intention, 

and whether corrections would have similar effects on real social media platforms. The first 

study investigated the effects of two-sided refutational messages on vaccination intentions. 

Results showed that two-sided refutational messages increased vaccination intentions through 

increasing positive attitudes towards vaccines in comparison to corresponding misinformation 

messages. This study showed that the effects of correction did not backfire as participants with 

different levels of conspiracy beliefs had the same correction outcomes. The second study tested 

whether falsification labels had effects on correcting attitude and perceived harms of vaccines, 

what were the most effective sources to correct and why. Results showed that all falsification 

labels increased attitude toward vaccination and lowered perceived harms of vaccines. It also 

revealed that both medical institutions and research universities were more effective sources to 

correct misinformation, as they had higher perceived source expertise on vaccines. This study 

found that correction effects were significant among participants with high and medium levels of 

conspiracy beliefs. The last study has combined the correction strategies of both studies one and 
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two and shifted the correction environment onto Twitter. This online field experiment explored 

whether corrections with falsification labeling, sources, and correction explanations could 

mitigate the harms of misinformation on vaccination intentions among flu and Covid-19 vaccines 

through attitude, perceived vaccine effectiveness, and vaccine safety concerns. The findings 

showed that the utilized correction methods increased flu and Covid-19 vaccination intentions 

through increasing positive attitude. Moreover, correction effects were significant only among 

participants with the highest level of conspiracy beliefs. This last study showed corrections are 

effective on social media and could be used to target more vulnerable populations.   
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Online health misinformation is one of the biggest public health challenges due to its 

contributions to serious health outcomes and the speed on which it spreads on social media 

(Zucker, 2020). Recently, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (2019) released a statement 

warning consumers not to drink a mineral solution which could develop into a bleach that has 

caused life-threatening side effects, such as severe vomiting, low blood pressure, and liver 

failure. This solution has been advertised by many websites on social media as a miracle water 

that can treat autism, cancer, HIV/AIDS, hepatitis, and flu. In addition to the fast spread and 

harmful consequences of misinformation, the declining public trust towards the government, 

traditional media, and the medical system has increased public’s reliance on social media as one 

of the major health information sources (Chou & Gaysynsky, 2020). 

Although there are some serious consequences brought by misinformation, recent 

research showed that misinformation only accounted for 6% of all news consumption and only 

1% of users were exposed to it (Grinberg et al., 2019). This implies that the spread of 

misinformation has limited scales and is concentrated to certain populations. On the other hand, 

Southwell et al. (2019) argued that not all health misinformation was worth studying as the 

influence of misinformation on public health was not equal. To best address health 

misinformation challenges, this dissertation focuses on the topic of vaccine misinformation. 

Even though there is a small amount of people being exposed to vaccine misinformation, the 

influence of vaccine hesitancy and refusal poses tremendous risks to public health. Vaccine 

misinformation is related to the decrease of immunization rate (Dube et al., 2016) which 

endangers people who rely on herd immunity. Therefore, this dissertation aims to tackle the 

vaccine misinformation problem by examining the effects of correction methods.  
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In response to the call to correct misinformation on social media (Chou et al., 2020), this 

dissertation investigates the effects of several misinformation correction approaches on 

correcting vaccine misinformation. Vaccine misinformation is one of the major concerns among 

health misinformation topics as anti-vaccine misinformation views promoted on social media 

could lead to avoidance of both routine and Covid-19 vaccinations (Bridgman et al., 2020). One 

meta-analysis has shown that correcting health misinformation has reduced misperceptions but 

has not focused on other outcomes (Walter & Murphy, 2018). In the field of vaccine 

misinformation, the most critical outcome to study should be vaccination intention as it is the 

most powerful predictor of actual vaccination uptake (Hofman et al., 2014). Health messages 

influence vaccination intentions either directly from message framing (Yang & Pittman, 2017) or 

indirectly through a combination of mediators, such as attitude towards vaccination (Lehmann et 

al., 2014), vaccine safety concerns (Betsch & Wicker, 2012), and perceived vaccine 

effectiveness (Yang, 2015). This dissertation is the first to explore how vaccine misinformation 

corrections influence vaccination intentions through these mechanisms and how the results 

would contribute to both the theoretical construction of correction messages and practical 

guidance for social media interventions.  

Studies have shown that both refuting misinformation (Walter & Murphy, 2018) and 

corrections with expert sources are effective correction methods (Vraga & Bode, 2017; Walter et 

al., 2020). On the one hand, refutational messages have been widely studied in the field of 

correcting false advertising and two-sided refutational messages are more effective to reduce the 

harms of false advertising than one-sided refutations and no-refutations (O’Keefe, 1999). 

Therefore, the first study in this dissertation proposes to test the effects of two-sided refutational 

messages on correcting vaccine misinformation, especially on the outcomes previously 
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mentioned. More importantly, the first study looked at how two-sided refutations could influence 

vaccination intentions through attitude towards vaccination, perceived vaccine effectiveness, and 

vaccine safety concerns. Study 2 in Chapter 4 has systematically investigated the mechanisms of 

how expert sources mitigate misinformation’s impact. Study 3 in Chapter 5 moved the correction 

onto Twitter and explored whether corrections were still effective in social media environment. 

This dissertation seeks to fill the gap and explore (1) what sources are considered expert and (2) 

the mechanisms of these expert sources in reducing important vaccination outcomes.  

However, the effects of vaccine misinformation correction might incur potential barriers 

as people tend to be susceptible to misinformation that is consistent with their preexisting beliefs 

or world view (Lewandowsky et al., 2012). Vaccine misinformation contributes to vaccine 

hesitancy (Ruiz & Bell, 2021) and relates to conspiratorial beliefs about vaccines (Featherstone 

et al., 2019). It is yet unclear whether correcting misinformation about vaccines on social media 

could backfire (Nyhan & Reifler, 2010) among people with higher levels of conspiracy beliefs. 

Therefore, this dissertation tested conspiracy beliefs as a moderator throughout the three studies 

and the results of which could likely provide a clear outlook for correction strategies among 

populations more susceptible to misinformation.  

As the Centers for Diseases Control and Prevention calls for everyone to receive flu and 

Covid-19 vaccines to reduce the harms of the pandemic (Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention, 2021), this dissertation will also include the two vaccines as targets of corrections. 

Although there is mounting evidence showing health misinformation corrections are effective 

(Chan et al., 2017) there is no study testing the correction effects on real social media platforms. 

Therefore, in order to examine the best approaches that could influence real social media 
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misinformation corrections, this dissertation also explored the effects of correcting both Covid-

19 and flu vaccine misinformation on Twitter using a field experiment approach.  

This dissertation aims to advance both the knowledge on the most effective correction 

methodologies and the mechanisms of how corrections work in the field of vaccine 

misinformation. Drawing on both survey and field experiment methods, the results of this 

dissertation can provide both theoretical and practical implications for academia and social 

media companies. Moreover, this dissertation will provide a promising perspective on 

vaccination promotion and disease control especially during the current pandemic.  

Overview of the Dissertation 

 This dissertation is organized as follows. To understand the scope of health 

misinformation, Chapter 2 defines the concept of health misinformation and introduces the 

content of misinformation currently spreading online. Chapter 2 also introduces why and what 

types of health misinformation are worth investigating by explaining different effects influenced 

by health misinformation. In line with the misinformation effects, the last part of Chapter 2 

outlines different correction methods and their mechanisms for mitigating misinformation’s 

impact.  

 Chapter 3 presents a survey experiment study investigating the effects and mechanisms of 

two-sided refutational messages in comparison to misinformation messages. Results showed that 

refuting conspiracy and refuting uncertainty messages both increased MMR vaccination 

intention through increasing positive attitude towards MMR vaccination, in comparison to 

conspiracy and uncertainty misinformation messages. Moreover, this study showed that 

correction messages could leverage refutations to increase more positive perceptions of vaccine 

effectiveness and lower vaccine safety concerns.  
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 Chapter 4 is also a survey experiment design investigating whether falsification labels are 

effective in correcting vaccine misinformation, what sources are the most effective in the 

correction, and how sources could leverage source expertise to generate more positive attitude 

towards vaccination and lower perceived vaccine harms. This second study explains why certain 

sources are better than others for vaccine misinformation correction and provides a promising 

guidance on future correction efforts.  

 Chapter 5 presents a field experiment on Twitter to explore the effects of correcting flu 

and Covid-19 vaccines on people’s vaccination intentions, in comparison to misinformation. 

This last study builds on Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 as the falsification design combined both 

refutations and source labeling. Instead of a mock message, this study created three different 

accounts that represented misinformation, correction, and control conditions. These three 

accounts mimicked the real social media environment where people followed an account that 

contains either factual or false information. The results a showed promising future for social 

media interventions to correct vaccine misinformation.  

 The final chapter, Chapter 6, summarizes the major findings of this dissertation, discusses 

the theoretical and practical implications for health misinformation correction, points out the 

limitations of this dissertation, and suggests future research directions.  
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Misinformation and Health 

Misinformation and disinformation both refer to false or misleading information, 

however, disinformation is the act of deliberately spreading falsehood in order to influence 

public opinion or obscure the truth (Stahl, 2006). In other words, disinformation is a special type 

of misinformation only distinguished by the speaker’s intent to deceive. Defining misinformation 

and disinformation also requires a clarification of truth as these two words represent the opposite 

of correct information. According to Harbermas (1984, 1987), there is no objective truth value, 

and truth is recognized as a consensus of substantial agreement. Therefore, misinformation is a 

category of claims that have substantial disagreement or even consensus rejection (Southwell et 

al., 2018b). Drawing upon other research on health misinformation (Cappella et al., 2015), this 

dissertation recognizes that health misinformation can be either explicit or implicit, specifically, 

explicit health misinformation is false information that has been verified by current scientific 

evidence and implicit health misinformation is misleading information about the harms and 

benefits of health-related products and behaviors. Since both explicit and implicit misinformation 

are potentially harmful for the health of the public (Chou et al., 2020), this dissertation will focus 

on both. 

Misinformation has propagated to different areas of health topics, such as disease 

outbreaks (Chou & Gaysynsky, 2020), commercial tobacco products (Tan & Bigman, 2020), 

cancer prevention and treatment (Wilner & Holton, 2020), and vaccination (Kata, 2012). 

Misinformation about disease outbreaks has attracted public attention around the globe 

especially during the COVID-19 pandemic (World Health Organization, 2020a). COVID-19 

misinformation downplays the severity of the virus, frames it as a man-made virus for 
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conspiratorial intentions, and promotes unfounded prevention and treatment plans (Islam et al., 

2020). Similar to the current pandemic, misinformation during the Ebola outbreaks focused on 

unproven cures (Oyeyemi et al., 2014) and false attribution to the outbreak (Fung et al., 2016). 

Misinformation about tobacco products has mixed contents. On the one hand, tobacco companies 

often use “natural” and “organic” as an advertising tactic to downplay the health harms of both 

combustible and electronic cigarettes (Tan & Bigman, 2020). On the other hand, a small amount 

of misinformation exaggerates the harms of e-cigarettes and introduces cessation methods that 

are not evidence-based (Woko et al., 2020).  Misinformation about cancer prevention and 

treatment focuses on alternative medicines as effective prevention methods (Gage-Bouchard et 

al., 2018), wrong and unproven complementary therapies as effective treatment options (Zenone 

et al., 2020) , and downplays the accuracy and safety of cancer testing (Wilner & Holton, 2020). 

Vaccine misinformation frames vaccination as a government and pharmaceutical conspiracy, 

instigates fear by introducing unfounded harmful effects and exaggerating safety concerns, 

rejects vaccination due to civil liberty concerns (Jamison et al., 2020).  

 Health misinformation also introduces public health problems in disease outbreaks, 

tobacco control, cancer caregivers, and vaccination. The harms of misinformation on disease 

outbreaks are most notably shown during the current COVID-19 pandemic as one study revealed 

that misinformation about COVID-19 contributed to nearly 5800 hospitalizations and many 

deaths from drinking alcohol-based cleaning products (Islam et al., 2020). The other study found 

that exposure to COVID-19 misinformation on social media was directly related to 

misperceptions about COVID-19. These misperceptions about the virus, in turn, were associated 

with problematic behaviors, such as low compliance on social distance(Bridgman et al., 2020). 

.  
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In recent years, misinformation regarding cancer treatment advocating ineffective and 

dangerous treatments could lead patients to forgo recommended therapies (Chou & Gaysynsky, 

2020). The influence of cancer misinformation is also spreading to cancer caregivers as young 

adult cancer caregivers who have been exposed to cancer misinformation on social media 

reported that misinformation about cancer has negatively influenced their well-being and their 

caregiving behaviors. Specifically, misinformation added more stress in evaluating the veracity 

of cancer information, questioned their caregiving ability, and influenced how they provided care 

to cancer patients (Warner et al., 2020).  

Lastly, vaccine misinformation is associated with avoidance of routine vaccinations, 

known as vaccine hesitancy, has resulted in several measles outbreaks in both the U.S. and 

Europe (Chou & Gaysynsky, 2020). Moreover, vaccine misinformation has contributed to the 

declining trust in medical experts and doctors and amplified the anti-vaccine influence (Dube et 

al., 2015).  

This dissertation focuses on vaccine misinformation and its effective correction methods. 

Vaccine misinformation has intensified since the Wakefield’s 1998 paper in Lancet that linked 

the measles, mumps and rubella (MMR) vaccine with an increased risk of autism (Offit, 2015). 

The influence of this retracted paper continues to linger in the public discourse despite 

numerous studies disapproving it and yet some parents are still skeptical about vaccine safety 

(Kata, 2012).  

There are several reasons why this dissertation focuses on vaccine misinformation. 

First, social media platforms have facilitated the spread of misinformation in a threatening 

manner and as a result, vaccine misinformation has directly contributed to several disease 

outbreaks among under-vaccinated communities (Larson, 2018). Further, other research has 
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shown that reliance on social media as health information source is associated with 

conspiratorial vaccine beliefs (Featherstone et al., 2019), delaying vaccination schedules 

(Dube et al., 2015), and other vaccine hesitant behaviors (Broadbent, 2019). Moreover, 

vaccine misinformation has become a powerful weapon to further the political polarization of 

our society (Broniatowski et al., 2018) and to amplify the influence of anti-vaccine 

communities online (Johnson et al., 2020). Thus, this dissertation will dedicate its research on 

vaccine misinformation, specifically, the influence of misinformation on people’s 

psychological constructs and effective correction methods to combat misinformation’s 

negative influence.   

Online Health Misinformation Corrections 

Fact-checking. Fact-checking is a journalistic approach to verify the truthfulness of 

information. For example, “This message is false/incorrect”. Fact-checking relies heavily on a 

journalist or an organization’s reputation on whether they provide truthful and high quality 

reporting (Poulsen & Young, 2018). Therefore, source credibility, which includes source 

expertise and trustworthiness, is an essential factor to ensure successful debiasing (Swire & 

Ecker, 2018b). Source expertise is the extent to which the source is capable of providing accurate 

information, and trustworthiness is the perception that the source is willing to provide 

information that is accurate (Pornpitakpan, 2004). The higher these two factors are perceived, the 

more likely fact-checking is going to be persuasive (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). Research has also 

indicated that source expertise and trustworthiness have more influence if people are less 

knowledgeable about the issue before message exposure (Jung et al., 2016). A warning label is a 

special type of fact-checking. It is a warning message shown either before, along with, or after 

the actual information and it warns people that the information or the source is problematic 
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because it contains potential falsehoods. For instance, “Warning: This piece of information is 

from a rumor website” (Ozturk et al., 2015).  

All of the fact-checking studies mentioned below used survey experiments to test for 

effects. Fact-checking strategies are effective in reducing misperceptions of cancer 

misinformation (Chua & Banerjee, 2018; Peter & Koch, 2016), Zika virus misinformation (Bode 

& Vraga, 2018; Vraga & Bode, 2018), genetically modified food misinformation (Bode & 

Vraga, 2015; Vraga & Bode, 2017), and nutrition misinformation (Ozturk et al., 2015) but 

ineffective in correcting the MMR-autism vaccine misinformation (Bode & Vraga, 2015; 

Pluviano et al., 2017). In addition, directly fact-checking the falsehood of information is more 

effective in reducing misperceptions than warning labels if both of them are presented with 

misinformation messages (Ozturk et al., 2015). Besides, fact-checking messages reduced 

people’s intention to share misinformation (Ozturk et al., 2015). In their study, Ozturk and 

colleagues have found that participants indicated higher intention to share misinformation than to 

share fact-checked misinformation or misinformation with warning labels.  

Fact-checking has several limitations. First, fact-checking messages are more effective in 

reducing misperceptions if they are presented with misinformation alongside initial exposure 

rather than after misinformation exposure (Pluviano et al., 2017) and the longer fact-checking is 

delayed after misinformation exposure, the less effective in reducing misperceptions, and the 

more backfire effects (Peter & Koch, 2016). Research has also shown that warning labels were 

the most effective before misinformation exposure (Swire & Ecker, 2018a).  

Second, in comparison to misinformation-only conditions, fact-checking messages with 

credible sources is more effective in reducing misperceptions than fact-checking messages 

without sources, or more effective than fact-checking messages with social corrections (a 
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random person on social media) (Vraga & Bode, 2017, 2018). Besides, fact-checking messages 

with social corrections may create misperceptions among people who did not have prior 

misperceptions before the experiment (Vraga & Bode, 2017).  

Last but not the least, fact-checking messages are effective in reducing misperceptions 

regardless of the person’s conspiracy beliefs (Bode & Vraga, 2018) but their effects are 

moderated by the person’s prior issue-related beliefs (Bode & Vraga, 2015; Vraga & Bode, 

2017). The more a person believes in misperceptions prior to exposure to fact-checked messages 

the less likely the fact-checking would be effective in reducing misperceptions.  

Alternative explanation. An alternative explanation is an approach to provide factual 

cause or explanation corresponding to the misinformation claim in order to replace the inaccurate 

information from people’s initial belief models, without mentioning the false claim (Swire & 

Ecker, 2018a). For instance, the misinformation claim is “the flu vaccine causes the flu” and the 

alternative factual claim should be what flu vaccine really does to flu: “the flu vaccine prevents 

the flu as it has saved 40,000 lives from 2005 to 2014” (Foppa et al., 2015). The dual process 

theory believes that simply retracting or negating misinformation will create gaps in mental 

models and result in the continued influence effect of misinformation. Invalidated 

misinformation won’t be deleted from memory because of automatic memory retrieval 

(Yonelinas, 2002). This approach can effectively update one’s information storage without the 

risk of activating old misinformation beliefs and will fill the gap left by retraction (Ecker et al., 

2010). The ideal alternative explanation should be more plausible and easier to comprehend than 

the original explanation (Baadte & Dutke, 2013). 

In the late 1970s, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) requested the sponsor of 

Listerine mouthwash advertising to produce corrective ads to remedy false claims made in the 
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original ad. This incident officially started corrective advertising as a policy to counter 

misinformation in advertising (Mazis et al., 1983). In these corrective ads, remedial statements 

are widely applied to counter false claims. This type of statement directly specifies the correct 

information instead of indicating whether certain statement is true or false and does not mention 

the original false claims. For example, the original false claim is “Astimalon works fast—really 

fast—to stop and prevent asthma attacks” and the remedial statement is “Astimalon can prevent 

asthma symptoms, but it can’t cure asthma” (Aikin et al., 2015).  

In general, alternative explanations successfully reduced incorrect beliefs brought by 

deceptive advertising (Kassarjian et al., 1975; Mazis & Adkinson, 1976) in areas such as, 

violative tobacco (Smith et al., 2011; Tangari et al., 2010), mouth wash (Dyer & Kuehl, 1974), 

and direct-to-consumer (Aikin et al., 2015; Aikin et al., 2017). However, these corrections 

haven’t eradicated misperceptions (Wilkie et al., 1984).  

In addition, these studies have also shown that alternative explanations have time 

limitations. Specifically, beliefs in false claims bounces back after 3 weeks of seeing corrections 

(Dyer & Keuhl, 1978). The reduction of misperceptions diminishes if corrections are shown six 

months after people are exposed to misinformation (Aikin et al., 2017), and corrections are more 

effective if ads have repeated exposures (Biener et al., 2007).  

Consequently, alternative explanations also showed different effects depending on the 

source. Corrections by the FTC source are more effective than a company source in print media 

(Dyer & Keuhl, 1978; Dyer & Kuehl, 1974; Keuhl & Dyer, 1976). However, some studies have 

discovered that both sources are equally effective on reducing misperceptions in broadcast media 

(Dyer & Kuehl, 1974; Hunt, 1972; Mazis & Adkinson, 1976).   
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Refutational messages. Messages that directly refute misinformation claims are another 

effective persuasion strategy in correcting misinformation. They help individuals process 

conceptual inconsistencies and facilitate the acceptance of correct information (Bedford, 2010; 

Lewandowsky et al., 2012; Osborne, 2010). A two-sided refutational message directly attacks the 

plausibility of opposing claims, criticize the reasoning of opposing arguments, and offer 

evidence that undermines opposing claims (O’Keefe, 1999). Refutational messages are more 

effective than non-refutational messages and two-sided refutational messages have been found to 

be most effective in health misinformation correction (Allen, 1991; O’Keefe, 1999; Wilson et al., 

2007).  

According to the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), refutational messages increase a 

person’s desire to process information and scrutinize the content (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). 

Additionally, ELM predicts that message sidedness is related to people’s motivation to process 

information. People are motivated to engage in information processing if they are favorable 

toward the topic but they are motivated to disengage if they are unfavorable (Petty & Cacioppo, 

1981). Therefore, ELM predicts that one-sided refutational message is more persuasive for a 

favorable audience, whereas two-sided refutational message is more effective for an unfavorable 

audience.  

However, the Discounting Hypothesis (Smit, 1984) argues that message receivers may 

react negatively to the message sender and discount the content of sender’s information if the 

message sender fails to be fair-minded, open, and honest. A two-sided message meets the 

expectation that the message appears to be honest, fair-minded, and knowledgeable since it 

addresses more than one aspect of the issue thus a two-sided refutational message will always be 

more persuasive than one-sided messages (Allen, 1991). This persuasion strategy has been 
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incorporated into the inoculation theory, which posits that presenting the arguments against the 

object and then counter-arguing or refuting them can enhance attention and motivation for 

message processing, reduce possible counterarguments and negative responses, and ultimately 

enhance positive attitudes toward the object (Crowley & Hoyer, 1994; Eisend, 2007).  

Two-sided refutational messages have been proven to be persuasive in reducing people’s 

false beliefs in direct-to-consumer advertising (Golden & Alpert, 1987), misperceptions in 

vaccination (Jolley & Douglas, 2014; Nyhan & Reifler, 2015), X-ray screening and antibiotic 

false beliefs (McGuire, 1961). Moreover, a two-sided refutational message is the most effective 

in helping people maintain correct health beliefs (Mcguire, 1964). However, this strategy has not 

been found to be effective in reducing behavioral intentions of meat consumption (de Boer et al., 

2013; Vainio et al., 2017) and it reduces people’s intention to vaccinate among people with high 

level of vaccine safety concerns (Nyhan & Reifler, 2015). Vainio’s study has found that the 

reason of the backfire effect on people’s behavioral intention is due to people’s prior beliefs on 

misinformation, but they have not tested the influence of refutational message on reducing 

people’s false beliefs.  

 To some extent, all correction efforts are effective in reducing misinformation beliefs but 

are unable to eliminate the memory of misperceptions from misinformation exposure. Besides, 

corrections are more effective if they are accompanied by a credible source or they refute false 

claims. However, these corrections effects are constrained by people’s prior beliefs, resulting in 

the backfire effect—individuals felt stronger beliefs in misinformation than before they were 

corrected. Lastly, it is noteworthy that all these strategies have been applied after misinformation 

exposure, but pre-warning strategies have not been widely studied. The following chapters dived 

deeper into each study and discussed the general implications at the end.  
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CHAPTER 3 Effects of Two-sided Refutational Messages to Correct Vaccine 

Misinformation 

Abstract  

Online vaccine misinformation has a negative impact on people’s beliefs and behaviors. Two-

sided refutational messages showed effective correction results in several health communication 

areas. This study showed that short-term exposure to vaccine misinformation could negatively 

influence vaccination attitude, perceived vaccine safety, and vaccination intention. More 

importantly, this study investigated whether and how two-sided refutational messages could 

negate the misinformation’s impact on vaccination intention through cognitive constructs. An 

online experiment involving a sample of 609 U.S. adult participants was conducted on MTurk. 

The experiment included five message conditions: two misinformation messages (conspiracy 

misinformation and uncertainty misinformation), two corresponding two-sided refutational 

messages (correcting conspiracy misinformation and correcting uncertainty misinformation), and 

a control group. Results showed that both conspiracy and uncertainty misinformation messages 

resulted in lower vaccine attitude in comparison to the control. In comparison to their 

corresponding misinformation messages, the two refutational messages increased vaccination 

intention through increasing positive attitude towards vaccination. The findings showed a 

promising future in using two-sided refutational messages to combat misinformation. 

Keywords: vaccine, misinformation, conspiracy, medical uncertainty, two-sided refutation 
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Introduction 

Recent measles outbreaks in the United States and Europe have raised public health 

concerns on why parents refuse to vaccinate their children (McDonald et al., 2019). Research 

revealed that outbreaks occurred in communities that are under vaccinated, such as the Somali 

communities in both Sweden and U.S. and the orthodox Jewish communities in New York (Chou 

et al., 2020). These under vaccinated communities still believe that MMR vaccines are unsafe as 

they may cause autism in their children (Pager, 2019). Modern vaccine hesitancy has reached a 

historical high as the World Health Organization named it as one of the top 10 public health 

threats (World Health Organization, 2020a).  

The spread of vaccine misinformation is facilitated by various online platforms (Kata, 

2012).  Johnson et al. (2020) have mapped out how Facebook groups have facilitated the 

recruitment of anti-vaccine activists as anti-vaccine groups aggressively converted vaccine-

neutral people to anti-vaccine members. Moreover, this study has pointed out that anti-vaccine 

groups formed close social networks that help them get connected and expand their influence 

whereas pro-vaccine groups were scattered in the network, so it was harder for them to spread 

their message. At the same time, Broniatowski et al. (2018) identified that anti-vaccine activists 

used bots to promote vaccine misinformation on Twitter. Such widely spread misinformation can 

have tremendous impact on important vaccine-related outcomes. For example,  Carrieri et al. 

(2019) found evidence that linked health misinformation exposure on social media to the 

decrease of vaccination rate in a quasi-experimental design. Similarly, Featherstone et al. 

(2019) found that exposure to social media health information is related to higher 

conspiratorial beliefs on flu vaccination. 
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Vaccine misinformation can influence both cognitive responses related to vaccination and 

vaccination intention. Betsch et al. (2010) found that exposure to anti-vaccine misinformation for 

even just five minutes increased perceived vaccination dangers. Moreover, other scholars 

discovered that reading HPV or MMR misinformation increased negative attitude towards 

vaccination, perceived dangers of vaccination, and most importantly vaccination intentions 

(Jolley & Douglas, 2014; Nan & Madden, 2012). These effects have severe consequences as 

vaccination intention is one of the strongest predictors of vaccination behaviors (Hofman et al., 

2014). As a result, scholars have been promoting research in correcting misinformation and 

exploring the most effective approaches to combat misinformation (Vraga & Bode, 2020).  

Therefore, this study aims to examine whether correcting vaccine misinformation would 

mitigate the influence brought by misinformation on important vaccination predictors, such as 

attitude towards vaccination, perceived vaccine safety concerns, perceived vaccine effectiveness, 

and vaccination intention. More importantly, this study explores how correcting vaccine 

misinformation influences vaccination intention through attitude, safety concerns, and vaccine 

effectiveness (Brewer & Hallman, 2006; Hendrix et al., 2014). This study introduces two-sided 

refutational message as an innovative approach to combat misinformation. Two-sided refutations 

have been used to correct health misinformation in advertising and shown to be more effective 

than non-refutational corrections or one-sided refutational corrections in correcting 

misperceptions, attitude, and even behavioral intentions (O’Keefe, 1999). In the face of the 

current measles outbreaks, this study explores the persuasive effects of two-sided refutational 

messages on correcting vaccine misinformation and the mechanisms of how they will positively 

influence vaccination intention. The following sections will review previous literature on 
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vaccine misinformation’s impact and theoretical foundations of two-sided refutational 

messages. 

Vaccine Misinformation Effects and Corrections 

Broadly speaking, misinformation is defined as the type of information that has reached a 

consensus of rejection on the veracity of the claims from either the public or experts (Southwell 

et al., 2018a). In this study, vaccine misinformation is defined as vaccine information that the 

scientific community has falsified at the moment of the study (Tan et al., 2015).  

 Two types of vaccine misinformation stand out in literature. One is claiming that vaccine 

safety and effectiveness are uncertain by taking advantage of certain population’s lack of vaccine 

knowledge (Kata, 2010). For instance, some arguments will include stories on how vaccines 

cause autism and how vaccine ingredients are unsafe (Guidry et al., 2015). These arguments are 

usually framed under the argument that scientists and medical professionals cannot be trusted 

because of scientific disagreements and uncertainties (Zimmerman et al., 2005). Another type of 

popular vaccine misinformation is framed under conspiracy beliefs. These claims often argues 

that government and big pharmaceutical companies make profit by selling vaccines to the public 

and they are motivated to cover up the safety and effectiveness issues related to vaccination 

(Davies et al., 2002). Both uncertainty and conspiracy frames are popular in the current 

misinformation discourse and they have been successful in persuading people’s vaccine beliefs. 

Thus, this study tests the effects and mechanisms of both frames.  

 Past research has consistently shown that misinformation about vaccines resulted in 

negative attitudes towards vaccines (Nan & Madden, 2012), increased concerns of perceived 

vaccine safety (Betsch et al., 2010), decreased perceived vaccine effectiveness and vaccination 

intention (Jolley & Douglas, 2014). Since vaccination intention has been one of the strongest 
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predictors of actual vaccination update (Brewer & Hallman, 2006; Camerini et al., 2019; Hofman 

et al., 2014), vaccine misinformation has been related to several measles outbreaks in the U.S. 

(Larson, 2018). Thus, the study first hypothesizes: 

 H1: In comparison to control, vaccine misinformation messages will generate more 

negative attitude towards the vaccine (a), increase concerns of perceived vaccine safety (b), 

decrease perceived vaccine effectiveness (c), and decrease vaccination intention (d).  

 Scholars have been exploring correction methods that can mitigate the negative influence 

brought by misinformation messages. First of all, correcting health misinformation is more 

effective than not-correcting especially considering people’s attitude towards and misperceptions 

health behaviors (Vraga & Bode, 2020). The most widely tested correction methods now is fact-

checking and alternative explanation (Lewandowsky et al., 2012). Fact-checking is the method to 

falsify misinformation claim and it has been effective in reducing misperceptions arising from 

cancer misinformation (Chua & Banerjee, 2018), zika virus misinformation (Bode & Vraga, 

2018), and GMO food misinformation (Bode & Vraga, 2015). Furthermore, providing correct 

explanation is a method that provides factual explanation that counters to misinformation claims, 

for instance, if the misinformation claims that “MMR vaccine causes autism” then the alternative 

explanation will be “Science has proved that MMR vaccine does not cause autism and is safe for 

kids” (Swire & Ecker, 2018b). Alternative explanation has been used to replace misinformation 

in advertising (Mazis et al., 1983) and is an effective correction method in reducing 

misperceptions brought by deceptive advertising (Kassarjian et al., 1975).  

However, fact-checking method has been ineffective in correcting MMR vaccine 

misinformation and scholars believe that fact-checking might not be enough to persuade people 

as of why misinformation is wrong (Bode & Vraga, 2018). Additionally, alternative explanation 
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method has limited correction times as the corrective effects of reducing misperceptions 

diminished within several weeks (Dyer & Keuhl, 1978). The limitations of both methods 

highlighted the importance to explore a new correction method that is effective for MMR 

vaccination misinformation correction and a method that can have longer lasting effects. 

Therefore, misinformation correction studies have suggested that an elaborated message 

explaining why misinformation claims are wrong could be more effective in reducing 

misperceptions and even promoting the right behaviors. One of the biggest reasons is that 

refutations help people understand the flaws of misinformation (Bode & Vraga, 2015; Chan et 

al., 2017). Therefore, this study introduces two-sided refutational messages as a persuasion 

method to correct vaccine misinformation about MMR.  

Two-sided Refutational Messages 

Two-sided refutational messages not only attack the plausibility of opposing claims 

directly, but also explain the fallacies of opposing arguments and provide facts that undermine 

the opposing claims (O’Keefe, 1999). Moreover, two-sided refutational messages have proven to 

be more persuasive than non-refutational or one-sided refutational messages to correct 

misperceptions and generate more positive attitudes (Allen, 1994).  

 Two-sided refutational messages have been proven to generate more positive attitude 

towards advertised products and brands than one-sided messages, especially when the audience 

already hold negative beliefs or attitudes about either a product or a brand, when they will be 

exposed to attacking claims by opposing groups that contain negative counterclaims, or when 

they receive unfavorable information from negative publicity (Eisend, 2007). A meta-analysis 

study has found that two-sided refutational messages influence attitudes through two types of 

mechanisms: source credibility from Attribution Theory or cognitive response from Inoculation 
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Theory. Attribution Theory states that two-sided refutations increase the credibility of both the 

message and the message sender, as a result, generate more positive attitude towards the subject 

mentioned in the message (Crowley & Hoyer, 1994). Inoculation Theory posits that mild 

attacking arguments and then refuting them strengthens cognitions, reduces counterarguments, 

and consequently enhances attitude (Lessne & Didow, 1987).  

 Empirical studies have suggested that two-sided refutational messages not only enhance 

attitude but also beliefs. For example, two-sided refutations have successfully changed 

psychology students’ misconceptions about psychology (Kowalski & Taylor, 2009) and 

individuals’ attitude towards economic sanctions against South Africa (Hale et al., 1991). In the 

field of health communication, Jolley and Douglas (2014) found a two-sided message that 

refuted conspiracy theories about vaccination significantly reduced participants’ perceived 

danger of vaccines in comparison to a conspiracy misinformation message. Therefore, building 

upon these studies, this study extends the literature by stating that two-sided refutational 

messages can not only enhance people’s attitude towards vaccines but also generate more 

positive beliefs than misinformation messages.  

Besides positive impact on attitude, two-sided refutational messages can also influence 

behavioral intentions. Building upon Attribution Theory and Inoculation Theory, two-sided 

refutational messages can generate positive attitudes via either source credibility or cognitive 

responses, and positive attitudes ultimately lead to higher behavioral intentions (Eisend, 2007). 

For example, a two-sided refutational message about vaccination will state the opposing view 

that vaccines are dangerous and ineffective before refuting the claim using facts and evidence. 

This message will generate more positive attitude towards vaccination than misinformation 

messages because of higher perceived source credibility and more positive cognitive responses 
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towards vaccination. As a result, more positive attitude towards vaccination leads to higher 

vaccination intention. This paper thus hypothesizes: 

 H2: In comparison to misinformation messages, two-sided refutational messages will 

generate more positive attitude towards the vaccine (a), decrease concerns of perceived vaccine 

safety (b), and increase perceived vaccine effectiveness (c), increase vaccination intention (d).  

Although there is evidence showing correcting vaccine misinformation is effective in 

reducing negative perceptions or attitude towards vaccines, some studies have shown that these 

effects are dependent upon certain demographic variables. For example, Shen and Zhou (2020) 

found that corrections did not work among parents with vaccine-hesitant views but was effective 

among pro-vaccine parents. In the context of vaccination information, researchers have found 

that conspiracy belief is a critical predictor that influences whether people are favorable towards 

vaccination as people with high levels conspiracy beliefs tend to be more hesitant about 

vaccination (Ruiz & Bell, 2021).  

Misinformation correction literature has inconsistent findings over whether corrections 

would have backfire effects (Nyhan & Reifler, 2015). Motivated reasoning states that 

information that counters pre-existing beliefs is evaluated more critically and backfire would 

happen if individuals generate counter-arguments consistent with their worldviews in face of 

misinformation corrections (Nyhan & Reifler, 2010). Therefore, worldview backfire effect 

describes the phenomenon that individuals with biases believe in misinformation more in face of 

correction (Swire-Thompson et al., 2020). In order to observe whether there will be backfire 

effects for misinformation correction, this study seeks to understand the following research 

question: 
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RQ1: In comparison to the control and misinformation messages, are the effects of 

refutational messages contingent upon conspiracy beliefs? 

Despite refutational messages’ influence on attitude, empirical studies have also found 

that two-sided refutational messages influence behavioral intentions through beliefs. One study 

tested whether refutations generated higher behavioral intentions towards eating more plant-

based meat versus animal-based meat and concluded that refutational messages increased 

intentions to eat plant-based meat by generating more positive beliefs towards plant-based meat 

than control (Vainio et al., 2017). In the field of vaccination, a two-sided message refuting 

vaccine conspiracies resulted in higher vaccination intention through generating more positive 

beliefs towards vaccines than a vaccine conspiracy misinformation message (Jolley & Douglas, 

2014).  

In terms of vaccination intention, past studies have found three predictors of vaccination 

intention that could be influenced by health messages: attitudes towards vaccination, perceived 

vaccine safety, and perceived vaccine effectiveness (Brewer & Hallman, 2006). Studies about 

MMR vaccination specifically found that parents’ attitude towards MMR vaccination, the 

dangers of MMR vaccination, and effectiveness of MMR vaccines are strong predictors for 

vaccination intentions (Camerini et al., 2019). An experimental study found that parents’ 

vaccination intention increased after reading messages that included the benefits of MMR 

vaccines while refuting the harms of vaccines, highlighting the critical role of vaccine 

effectiveness in promoting MMR vaccination intention (Hendrix et al., 2014). Based on the 

impact of both vaccine misinformation messages and refutational messages on vaccination 

attitude, beliefs, and intention, this paper hypothesizes: 
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H3: In comparison to misinformation messages, two-sided refutational messages will 

increase vaccination intention directly (a) or indirectly through increasing attitude towards 

vaccination (b), decreasing concerns of perceived vaccine safety (c), and increasing perceived 

vaccine effectiveness (d).  

Method 

 An online experiment with five message conditions was designed: two misinformation 

messages (conspiracy and uncertainty frames), two two-sided refutational messages (refuting 

conspiracy and refuting uncertainty), and a control message (health irrelevant message). The 

experiment was programmed on Qualtrics and implemented through Amazon Mechanical Turk 

(MTurk) January 8th of 2018. Eligible participants completed questions about their conspiracy 

beliefs and trust towards vaccine scientists before doing the experiment. Then they were assigned 

to one of the five message conditions to read the experimental stimuli. Right after the message 

exposure, they completed questions examining their attitudes towards vaccines, concerns of 

perceived vaccine safety, perceived vaccine effectiveness, vaccination intention, and 

demographic variables. Since not all participants were parents, the questions prompted them to 

imagine responses about the MMR vaccine were related to their child or future child.  

Messages  

 Both misinformation and two-sided refutational messages were developed based on 

Jolley and Douglas (2014)’s study on how pro-conspiracy and anti-conspiracy messages 

influence vaccination intentions (See Table 1 for message excerpts). The theme of the conspiracy 

misinformation message was about how the establishments conspire together to fake data and 

hide the truth about MMR vaccine safety from the public because they are motivated to make 

profit from selling vaccines. The uncertainty misinformation message was about how the 
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research community is uncertain about the efficacy and safety of MMR vaccines as data from 

scientists are often conflicting. Both misinformation messages contain obvious anti-vaccination 

sentiments, and they differ in the reasonings as of why people should not vaccinate: conspiracy is 

provoking distrust towards the establishment and uncertainty is provoking people’s uncertainty 

towards vaccines. The two corresponding refutational messages first specify the claims made by 

misinformation messages and then directly attack those claims one by one with factual evidence. 

 Message lengths were around 360 words and share the same structure. Information about 

MMR vaccine (safety issues and ineffectiveness) was kept identical across messages. The 

control message was similar in length but totally irrelevant to vaccination.  

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of 

California, Davis. After completing the survey, all participants were debriefed about the true 

intention of this research. Correct vaccination information was provided along with credible 

sources, such as CDC, Mayo clinic, and FDA.  
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Table 1. Excerpts of Experimental Messages Across the Five Conditions. 

Condition Message excerpts 

 

Conspiracy 
misinformation 

 

Are governments and pharmaceutical companies deceiving us purely to 
make a profit? Here are some investigations…Pharmaceutical 
companies have hidden the relation between the two by covering up 
cases in which children were diagnosed with autism following MMR 

vaccinations… 

Medical uncertainty 

misinformation 

Are scientists and health professionals promoting vaccinations without 
absolute certainty? Here are some investigations…Scientists are not 
sure about the relation between the two even by studying cases in 
which children were diagnosed with autism following MMR 
vaccinations… 

Correcting 
conspiracy 

misinformation 

Anti-vaccine activists encourage us to be skeptical of vaccines. They 
asked, ‘Should we believe what governments and pharmaceutical 
companies say about the benefits of vaccines…Are they faking the data 
on vaccine benefits?’ 

Answers to these questions are NO. Here are some investigations…The 
government already investigated the case and filed investigations 
against Merck…both the government and health organizations are 

there to ensure vaccines are effective and safe for us… 

Correcting medical 
uncertainty 

misinformation 

Anti-vaccine activists encourage us to be skeptical of vaccines. They 
asked, ‘Should we believe what scientists and health professionals say 
about the benefits of vaccines…Are they certain about the data on 
vaccine benefits?’ 

Answers to these questions are NO. Here are some 
investigations…Extensive research has disapproved the relation 
between the two. The scientific community has reached a consensus 
that the MMR vaccine does not cause autism… 

Control  Whether you have a long layover or your flight’s been delayed, 
sleeping at the airport can help pass the time and keep you fresh for the 
rest of your travel. Unfortunately, airports are noisy, bright 
environments that are not always conducive to sleep. By finding a good 
place to rest, getting comfortable and bringing creature comforts from 

home, you can fall asleep quickly and easily… 

Note. All experimental messages were presented as text messages. All messages have about 380 
words and follow exactly the same sentence and paragraph structures.  
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Measures 

 Attitude towards vaccination. Attitude towards the MMR vaccination was measured on 

a 5-point semantic differential scale with three items: getting the MMR vaccine for my child is 

good/bad, beneficial/harmful, wise/foolish. This measurement was adapted from Abhyankar et 

al. (2008). The ratings were averaged to create the variable for regressions (Cronbach’s α = 

0.95); however, latent variable was used for structural equation models.  

Perceived vaccine safety concerns. Perceived vaccine safety concerns were measured 

by a 5-point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree with 3 items: (1) “I worry about the 

short-term side effects of the MMR vaccine,” (2) “I worry that the MMR vaccine might 

negatively affect my child’s body,” and (3) “I worry that the MMR vaccine might have unknown 

long-term side effects” (Cronbach’s α = 0.87). Higher scores indicate higher perceived vaccine 

safety concerns. This measurement was adapted from Brabin et al. (2006).  

Perceived vaccine effectiveness. Perceived vaccine effectiveness was measured by a 5-

point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree with 3 items: (1) “I believe the MMR 

vaccine is effective in preventing measles, mumps, and rubella”, (2) “I believe if my kids get 

MMR vaccine, they will be less likely to get measles, mumps, and rubella”, (3) “I believe MMR 

vaccine works in preventing measles, mumps, and rubella” (Cronbach’s α = 0.85). Higher scores 

indicate higher perceived vaccine effectiveness. This measurement was adapted from Witte’s 

Risk Behavioral Diagnosis Scale (RBDS) (Witte et al., 2001).  

Vaccination intention. MMR vaccination intention was measured on a 5-point scale 

from extremely unlikely to extremely likely with 3 items: (1) “How likely would you be to get 

your kids MMR vaccine for measles, mumps, and rubella?” (2) “If you were faced with the 
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decision of whether to get your kid MMR vaccine today, how likely is it that you would choose 

to get your kid the vaccine for measles, mumps, and rubella?” (3) “How likely would you be to 

get your kid MMR vaccine in the future for measles, mumps, and rubella?” (Cronbach’s α = 

0.92).  This measurement was adapted from Rothman et al. (1999).  

Moderator and Control variables. Trust towards vaccine scientists was measured on a 

5-point scale from don’t trust at all to trust completely with 3 items: (1) “Overall, please indicate 

your level of trust in vaccine scientists”, (2) “Scientists generally agree on vaccine 

effectiveness”, (3) “Scientists have the expertise to make a competent judgment about vaccine 

effectiveness” (Cronbach’s α = 0.80). Conspiracy beliefs were measured by a 5-point scale from 

strongly disagree to strongly agree with 5 items: (1) “The real truth about vaccines is being kept 

from the public”, (2) “People need to wake up and start asking questions about vaccines”, (3) 

“Legitimate questions about vaccines are being suppressed by the government, the media, and 

academia”, (4) “Reporters, scientists, and government officials are involved in a conspiracy to 

cover up important information about vaccines”, (5) “An impartial, independent investigation of 

vaccines would show once and for all that we’ve been lied to on a massive scale” (Cronbach’s α 

= 0.97). Both variables were adapted from Jolley and Douglas (2014) and were measured before 

the experiment.  

Manipulation Check Question. One manipulation check question was used to access 

whether participants read the message. The question asked: “Which pharmaceutical company 

was mentioned in the article?” with three answers: “Pfizer/Merck/Neither”. The correct answer 

for misinformation conditions was “Merck” and the correct answer for the control condition was 

“Neither”.  
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Statistical Analyses 

 To test hypotheses H1 and H2, four analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) models were 

conducted to analyze the differences in the outcomes of attitude towards MMR vaccination, 

perceived vaccine safety concerns, perceived vaccine effectiveness, and MMR vaccination 

intention across five experimental conditions. If the ANCOVA models showed significant 

differences across conditions, post-hoc multiple comparisons were used to examine the 

differences among conditions. The study used “holm” as a family-wise comparison method. All 

ANCOVA models controlled for trust towards scientists and conspiracy beliefs. The means of 

outcomes reported in the results section were adjusted means from ANCOVA models.  

 To explore RQ1, conspiracy belief was added as a moderator on the ANCOVA model 

that predicts the outcome of attitude towards MMR vaccination from different conditions. If the 

interaction term was significant, generalized linear regression analysis on comparing the 

differences were conducted.  

To test hypothesis H3, two structural equation models (SEM) using maximum likelihood 

estimation were constructed. First two specified and refined the measurement model through 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were built following the completion of the estimation of the 

SEM (Kline, 2016). A model has a good fit if its root mean square of error of approximation 

(RMSEA) is ≤.06 and comparative fit index (CFI) is ≥ .95. In addition, a standardized root mean 

square residual (SRMR) value of ≤ .08 is considered acceptable (Hu & Bentler, 1999).  

Two independent SEMs were constructed with MMR vaccination intention as the 

outcome variable. Independent variables in the two models were dummy variables specified as 

(1) refuting-conspiracy versus conspiracy misinformation and (2) refuting-uncertainty versus 
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uncertainty misinformation. Three parallel mediators were tested in both models, including 

attitude towards MMR vaccination, perceived vaccine safety concerns, and perceived vaccine 

effectiveness. The mediators were allowed to correlate with each other. Trust in vaccine 

scientists and conspiracy beliefs were included in both of the models as covariates. Models 

involved both direct effects from experimental conditions to MMR vaccination intention and 

indirect effects from experimental conditions to the outcome variable through the three 

mediators.  

Despite the correlational nature of these mediational analysis (i.e., mediators and the 

dependent variable were measured at the same time), alternative SEM models (Appendix G) 

were tested. The alternative models reversed the direction of the mediators and the dependent 

variable and resulted in worse model fit statistics. This suggests the robust relationship of 

mediators and the dependent variable. Analyses were conducted using the lavaan package of R 

3.3.  

Results 

Sample Characteristics 

 The completed sample size included 609 responses (see Appendix A for sample 

comparisons). The full sample had diverse demographics: age (M = 36.38, SD = 12), gender 

(52% male), race (66.0% White, 7.9% African American, 15.6% Asian, 7.4% Hispanic), and 

education (43.4% with a 4-year college degree and 8.1% completed high school). The 

demographic statistics were slightly younger, more educated, more White and Asians than 

African Americans or Hispanics (Appendix B for full sample demographics).   
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 Both chi-squared and ANOVA tests were conducted to check the distribution of 

conditions. No significant results were detected across conditions regarding demographic 

variables, control variables, and four key outcome variables. The following results were based on 

full sample.  

Effects of Misinformation and Refutational Messages 

Figure 1 depicts the means of attitude towards MMR vaccination, perceived vaccine 

safety concerns, perceived vaccine effectiveness, and MMR vaccination intention across the five 

message conditions. Results on attitude towards MMR vaccination showed a significant 

difference across conditions, F (4, 602) = 9.56, p < .001. Multiple comparison showed that in 

comparison to the control (M = 4.18), both conspiracy (M = 3.86, p = .021) and uncertainty 

misinformation messages (M = 3.85, p = .018) generated more negative attitude towards MMR 

vaccination. There was no significant difference between conspiracy and uncertainty 

misinformation messages on attitude (p = 1.00). In comparison to the corresponding 

misinformation messages, both refuting-conspiracy (M = 4.35, p = .009) and refuting-uncertainty 

messages (M = 4.18, p = .018) resulted in more positive attitude towards MMR vaccination. 

There was no significant difference between refuting-conspiracy and refuting-uncertainty 

messages (p = .438). Thus, both H1(a) and H2(a) were supported.  

Conspiracy beliefs did not significantly moderate the effects of refutational messages on 

attitude towards MMR vaccination in comparison to either the control or misinformation 

messages (p = .104).  

Results on perceived vaccine safety concerns showed a significant difference across 

conditions, F (4, 602) = 5.53, p < .001. Multiple comparison showed that in comparison to the 
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control (M = 2.74), only conspiracy (M = 3.09, p = .036) misinformation message generated 

higher perceived safety concerns, however, uncertainty misinformation message (M = 2.91, p = 

.705) did not differ from control. There was no significant difference between conspiracy and 

uncertainty misinformation messages on safety concerns (p = .691). In comparison to the 

corresponding misinformation messages, only refuting-conspiracy message (M = 2.63, p = .019) 

resulted in lower perceived vaccine safety concerns, however, refuting-uncertainty message (M = 

2.62, p = .115) did not differ from uncertainty misinformation message. There was no significant 

difference between refuting-conspiracy and refuting-uncertainty messages (p = .913). H1(b) and 

H2(b) were supported.  

Results on perceived vaccine effectiveness showed no significant difference across 

conditions, F (4, 602) = 1.81, p = .126.  

Results on MMR vaccination intention showed a significant difference across conditions, 

F (4, 602) = 3.40, p = .009. Multiple comparison showed that in comparison to the control (M = 

4.13), neither conspiracy (M = 3.95, p = .776) or uncertainty misinformation message (M = 3.81, 

p = .127) generated lower vaccination intention. There was no significant difference between 

conspiracy and uncertainty misinformation messages on vaccination intention (p = 1.00). In 

comparison to the corresponding misinformation messages, only refuting-uncertainty message 

(M = 4.19, p = .05) resulted in higher MMR vaccination intention than uncertainty 

misinformation message, however, refuting-conspiracy message (M = 4.19, p = .473) did not 

differ from conspiracy misinformation message. There was no significant difference between 

refuting-conspiracy and refuting-uncertainty messages (p = .917). Thus, H1(d) was rejected 

whereas H2(d) was partially supported.  
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Figure 1. Means of Outcome Variables Across Experimental Conditions 

 

Mediating Mechanisms of Message Effects on Vaccination Intention  

The CFA model results confirmed that all measurement items were significantly 

correlated with their corresponding latent constructs (see Appendix F for CFA results). There 

were significant direct and indirect effects of messages on MMR vaccination intention. All 

models had acceptable fit statistics (see Figures 2 & 3). (See Appendix E for model statistics).  

Figures 2 and 3 show the mediating pathways for the effects of refuting messages on 

MMR vaccination intention in comparison to their corresponding misinformation messages. 

Both refuting-conspiracy and refuting-uncertainty messages increased attitude towards MMR 

vaccination and decreased perceived vaccine safety concerns, however, only attitude towards 

MMR vaccination positively influenced MMR vaccination intention. Thus, refuting-conspiracy 
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message increased MMR vaccination intention only through increasing attitude towards MMR 

vaccination, with an indirect effect of 0.11 (95% CI: 0.073, 0.147). Refuting-uncertainty 

messages increased MMR vaccination intention directly and indirectly through increasing 

attitude towards MMR vaccination, with a direct effect of 0.27 (95% CI: 0.23, 0.32) an indirect 

effect of 0.04 (95% CI: 0.01, 0.07) respectively. Thus, H3 was mostly supported.  

 

Figure 2. Effects of Refuting-conspiracy Message on MMR Vaccination Intention. 

Note. Both standardized coefficients, standard errors and p-values (in parentheses) are shown. 
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Figure 3. Effects of Refuting-uncertainty Message on MMR Vaccination Intention. 

Note. Both standardized coefficients, standard errors and p-values (in parentheses) are shown. 

Discussion 

 This study examined the negative impact of misinformation messages on people’s 

attitude towards the MMR vaccination, perceived vaccine safety concerns, perceived vaccine 

effectiveness, and MMR vaccination intention. The findings have shown that both conspiracy 

and uncertainty framed misinformation messages resulted in more negative attitude towards the 

MMR vaccination than the control condition. However, findings on perceived vaccine safety 

concerns showed that only conspiracy framed message increased concerns in comparison to 

control. Findings on perceived vaccine effectiveness and MMR vaccination intention showed 

that in comparison to control neither misinformation messages influenced these two variables 

negatively.  

Refuting-
uncertainty

vs. Uncertainty 

GOODNESS OF FIT

CFI = 0.97
RMSEA = 0.06 
SRMR =  0.03
X2 (189) = 366.15, p < 0.001

0.10(se=.02, p=.022)

Attitude 
toward MMR 
vaccination

MMR 
vaccination 

intention

Vaccine 
safety 

concerns

Perceived 
vaccine 

effectiveness

0.50(se=.02, p<.001)

-0.11(se=.01, p =.024) -0.01(se=.03, p=.98)

0.12(se =.13, p=.574) 0.62(se=.02, p<.001)

0.27(se=.05, p=.002)
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 The negative impact of misinformation messages found in this study is both consistent 

with and complementary to other misinformation literature. Nan and Madden (2012) found that 

HPV messages containing misinformation can negatively influence attitude, perceived vaccine 

safety concerns, perceived vaccine effectiveness, and vaccination intention. Our findings are 

mostly consistent with theirs except for perceived vaccine effectiveness. This shows that 

misinformation messages overall have negative influence on these important vaccination 

predictors. One possible explanation for different effectiveness results is that contents in both 

conspiracy and uncertainty misinformation messages used the case of MMR vaccine which 

might have reminded participants of the well-known anti-vaccination claim that ‘MMR 

vaccination causes autism’. Therefore, participants might have stronger reactions and memories 

about the dangers of MMR vaccination than about the effectiveness. Future research should use 

another type of vaccine to test the effects of the two misinformation messages on similar 

outcomes.  

 Besides the findings on misinformation effects, the most important finding of this study is 

that two-sided refutational messages could negate the negative influence brought by 

misinformation on attitude towards the MMR vaccination, perceived vaccine safety concerns, 

and MMR vaccination intention. More importantly, in comparison to their corresponding 

misinformation messages, both refuting-conspiracy and refuting-uncertainty messages increased 

vaccination intention through increasing positive attitude towards the MMR vaccination. This is 

an important finding because it shows how corrective messages positively influence vaccination 

intention through modulating attitude. The finding explains another mechanism of how 

refutational messages influence vaccination intention and provides important theoretical 

framework for later research related to vaccine misinformation correction. Future research 
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should explore whether other types of corrections can also influence intention through attitude. 

Another important study by Jolley and Douglas (2014) has shown how refuting conspiracy could 

increase vaccination intentions through decreasing perceived dangers of vaccination. Similar to 

perceived dangers of vaccination, the current study found that refutational messages decreased 

perceived vaccine safety concerns, however, the latter did not influence vaccination intention. 

Future research should explore how perceived dangers of vaccination and attitude towards 

vaccination would jointly influence vaccination intention. Moreover, it is important to examine 

what mechanisms two-sided refutational messages will influence vaccination intention if the two 

mediators are both tested.  

The moderation effect of conspiracy beliefs on attitude is insignificant. In comparison to 

misinformation messages, refutational messages increased attitude towards MMR vaccination 

among participants with all levels of conspiracy beliefs. In comparison to the control message, 

refutational messages did not result in lower attitude. This first finding cleared the possible 

barrier that corrections might have failed among populations with previous biases, such as 

conspiracy beliefs on vaccines (Nyhan & Reifler, 2012). The second finding did not show any 

backfire effect and future research should explore whether backfire effect could exist on a 

different outcome, such as misperceptions about vaccines (Swire-Thompson et al., 2020).  

There are three limitations of this study worth mentioning in order to inform future 

research. First, the study was a one-time only online survey experiment, therefore, the results 

may not be informative to repetitive exposure of online misinformation contents. A meaningful 

subsequent study of an online field experiment can examine whether a refutational message is 

adequate to address repeated misinformation exposures. At the same time, it is important to 

explore the effects of receiving refutational messages before versus after the exposure of 
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misinformation. Second, the refutational messages are long and requires time to read and online 

space to post. Practically, social media posts might not afford enough space for correction and 

social media users who are used to short messages might not have the patience and time to read 

long refutations. Therefore, future study should explore shortened refutational messages and 

their effects. Lastly, this experiment only tested messages about the MMR vaccine, therefore, the 

results may not be generalizable to other types of vaccines with different public sentiments and 

perceptions, such as the current COVID-19 vaccination. Future studies can replicate the 

messages under different vaccine types.  

 Exploring effective persuasion methods to correct the negative influence brough by 

misinformation is a top priority in public health. More importantly, understanding the 

mechanisms through which corrections influence important public health outcomes has become 

an urgent task especially during a global pandemic such as COVID-19. This study has fulfilled 

both requirements and is providing hopes to combat misinformation online.  
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CHAPTER 4 Effects of Falsification Labels and Sources on Correcting Vaccine 

Misinformation 

Abstract 

Vaccine misinformation on social media not only spread quickly and also negatively influence 

attitude towards vaccination and perceived dangers of vaccines. Therefore, designing an 

effective platform-based intervention to mitigate the harms of misinformation has become a 

necessity. This study examined the effects of falsification labels on correcting attitude towards 

vaccination and the perceived dangers of vaccines. Moreover, this study also explored the type of 

sources that are most effective from the perspective of source expertise. A large-scale online 

survey experiment with six major conditions involving 1198 participants was conducted in 2018. 

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the six conditions: misinformation without 

falsification labels, or falsification conditions individually labeled with five different sources: 

algorithms, news media, medical institutions, research universities, fact-checking organizations. 

Each participant in one of the falsification conditions was only shown one source label. Analyses 

were conducted to examine the differences in attitude towards vaccination and perceived dangers 

of vaccines among six conditions. Results on perceived expertise and trustworthiness were 

analyzed by comparing the falsification label conditions of five sources. Falsification labels 

added to misinformation messages resulted in more positive attitude towards vaccination (p= 

.004) and lowered the perceived dangers of vaccines (p= .002) compared to the misinformation 

control condition. Universities and medical institutions were rated significantly higher on source 

expertise than other sources. Mediation analyses showed falsification labels from universities 

and medical institutions indirectly resulted in more positive attitudes than other sources through 

perceived expertise. Moreover, medical institutions indirectly lowered perceived dangers of 
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vaccines more so than news media and fact-checking organizations due to perceived source 

expertise. Exposure to falsification labels can effectively mitigate the harms brought by 

misinformation. Most importantly, correcting vaccine misinformation with expert sources, such 

as medical institutions and research universities, can be effective to combat misinformation 

online. 

Keywords: social media; fact-checking; vaccine misinformation; online experiment; vaccine 

attitudes 
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Introduction 

Vaccination is cited as one of the most important public health achievements in modern 

history as high immunization rates have caused a drastic decline in vaccine-preventable diseases, 

however, they have also led to a false sense of security about vaccine preventable diseases (Omer 

et al., 2009). Ironically, public perception of the severity and susceptibility of vaccine-

preventable diseases has declined (Kata, 2010; Temoka, 2013) and public concern about the real 

or perceived adverse effects of vaccines has increased (Omer et al., 2009; Temoka, 2013). 

Increased concern about the real or perceived risks of vaccines has created a rise in vaccine 

hesitancy among parents in the developed world (Bloom et al., 2014). A recent Pew Research 

Center poll found that 43% of Americans believe that the MMR (measles, mumps, rubella) 

vaccine has medium to high risks (Funk, 2017).  

 Online anti-vaccine misinformation is believed to be one of the main culprits fueling the 

vaccine hesitancy debate and contributing to the low vaccination rates (Dube et al., 2015). 

Furthermore, anti-vaccine misinformation on social media has increased aggressively as 74% of 

Pinterest posts about HPV vaccine (Guidry et al., 2015), 24% of tweets about childhood 

vaccination (Dunn et al., 2015), and 90% of Google online search results about MMR 

vaccination (Kata, 2010) were anti-vaccine contents. On the other hand, anti-vaccine 

misinformation contents increased perceptions of vaccine risks (Betsch et al., 2010) and lowered 

people’s vaccination intentions (Jolley & Douglas, 2014; Nan & Madden, 2012).  

 With the negative impact of misinformation on people’s decisions, scholars and 

researchers have been combating misinformation through a variety of strategies including 

appeals to consensus (emphasizing experts’ agreements), coherence (giving alternative 

explanations to misinformation), fact-checking (determining the veracity of statements), source 
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credibility (highlighting that official agencies’ disagreements), and general warnings (providing 

cautionary statements on media contents) (Lewandowsky et al., 2012). These correction efforts 

have shown positive influence on reducing people’s misperceptions (Walter & Murphy, 2018). 

In particular, van der Meer and Jin (2020) discovered that a simple denial to misinformation 

messages is effective enough to reduce misperceptions. Moreover, Bode and Vraga (2018) found 

that correcting health misinformation with a source on social media platforms was more effective 

in reducing misperceptions than that without a source. However, there is limited empirical 

research investigating how denial messages coupled with credible sources could effectively 

combat misinformation.  

 Given the harms of vaccine misinformation on social media, designing an effective 

platform-based correction intervention is critical to combat the aggressive spread of 

misinformation (Lazer et al., 2018). Therefore, this paper explores how falsification labels can 

reduce the harms brought by misinformation on people’s attitude towards vaccination and the 

perceived dangers of vaccines. Falsification labels are signals that deny misinformation claims 

and can be an effective intervention on social media as they are direct and short. Moreover, this 

study also explores how falsification labels coupled with sources influence the correction effects. 

Therefore, this study seeks to investigate: (1) Will falsified messages result in more positive 

attitude towards vaccination and lower perceived vaccine dangers? (2) Do the effects of 

falsification depend on the source to which the labels are attributed? If so, (3) which source(s) 

yield the strongest correction effects and how? 

Effects of Falsification Labels  

 Falsification labels are statements that deny misinformation claims and have been proven 

to be the most effective approach to reduce misperceptions and anxiety brought by 
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misinformation, especially in public crisis communication, such as disasters and health (Coombs, 

2014). Crisis communication has found that denying the misinformation claim that a disaster is 

caused by an organization successfully eliminated the connection between the disaster and the 

organization (Coombs & Holladay, 1996). Similarly, a recent study using falsification labels that 

included truth rating scales (levels of falsity or truth) showed that all falsification labels 

successfully reduced misperceptions about political candidates (Amazeen et al., 2018).  

 In the context of vaccine misinformation, scholars have found that labeling vaccine 

misinformation as false has successfully reduced misperceptions (Bode & Vraga, 2018). 

However, this study aims to explore the effects of falsification labels on attitude towards 

vaccination and the perceived dangers of vaccines since these two variables predict vaccination 

intention (Camerini et al., 2019; Hendrix et al., 2014). Scholars (Hornsey et al., 2018) are 

concerned that people with high levels of conspiracy beliefs might not be influenced by 

corrections because believers of conspiracies are motivated to defend their values. Therefore, this 

study first hypothesizes: 

H1: Misinformation messages with falsification labels (falsified messages) will result in 

more positive attitude towards vaccination (a) and lower perceived dangers of vaccines (b) than 

misinformation messages without falsification labels.  

And this study also asks the following question: 

RQ1: Will conspiracy beliefs moderate the effects of falsification labels on attitude 

towards vaccination? 

Falsification labels can be more effective in reducing the harms of misinformation if they 

are falsified by credible sources (Bordia et al., 2005). Source attribution is an important concept 
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in persuasion messages. The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) states that source serves as 

the cue of peripheral processing when individuals have low processing ability and motivation. In 

order words, when individuals have little intention to exert efforts on processing the falsification 

message they will look for clues, such as the source of the message, to judge whether this 

message is believable (Petty & Cacioppo, 1984). Given that posts on social media are short and 

requires little time to process, a falsification label that leverages the peripheral processing route 

is preferred.  

Early credibility research on communication and persuasion by Hovland and Weiss 

(1951) indicated that the “trustworthiness” of a source significantly affected acceptance of the 

message and changes in opinion. A highly credible source is found to induce more persuasion 

toward the advocacy than a low-credibility one (Pornpitakpan, 2004). For example, trust in 

climate scientists is a predictor of whether an individual acknowledges that climate change is 

anthropogenic (Mase et al., 2015). People who have less knowledge about a topic will be more 

influenced by a source’s credibility to make judgements on beliefs (Jung et al., 2016). Credibility 

of the source includes trustworthiness of the source, the perception that the source is willing to 

provide information that is accurate, and expertise, the extent to which the source is capable of 

providing accurate information (Pornpitakpan, 2004). At the same time, trustworthiness of a 

source is also related to whether the message is fairly presented and justifiably concluded 

(Gaziano & McGrath, 1986; Slater & Rouner, 1996). Therefore, credibility has two dimensions: 

the credibility of the persuasive message and the credibility of the source, furthermore, the 

credibility of the source is also separated into source expertise, source bias, truthfulness, 

accuracy, and fairness (Eastin, 2001).  
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The findings on source credibility has been inconsistent. Bordia et al. (2005) have found 

that expert sources with knowledge are more effective than non-expert sources in correcting 

misperceptions in topics that involved special area of knowledge. Vraga and Bode (2017) has 

recommended expert sources over peers in terms of correcting health misinformation, including 

vaccination. However, Guillory and Geraci (2013) found that source expertise did not change 

people’s misperceptions but source trustworthiness effectively reduced them. Therefore, this 

study seeks to explore: 

RQ2: Comparing all falsification labels, will sources differ in perceived trustworthiness 

and perceived expertise? 

 In online health persuasion research, Eastin (2001) identifies that either perceived source 

trustworthiness or perceived source expertise are direct predictors of attitude change. His study 

concluded that the more trustworthy or the more expert a source was perceived the more likely 

people would change their opinions endorsed by a message. However, not all messages influence 

attitude through both trustworthiness and expertise. Past credibility research suggests that source 

expertise is a main predictor of attitude change and misperception reduction (Newhagen & Nass, 

1988; Slater & Rouner, 1996) especially in the context of online health information (Eastin, 

2001; Vraga & Bode, 2017). This study argues that source expertise is an important main factor 

in determining message credibility in the case of vaccine misinformation correction because 

vaccination information is a medical issue that is highly specialized. Different from source 

expertise, perceived source trustworthiness has been proven to be more effective in political 

communication and marketing research (Pornpitakpan, 2004). If a source is perceived more 

trustworthy the message will generate more favorable opinion toward the endorsed idea (Eagly 
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& Chaiken, 1993). In order to understand which source credibility influenced attitudinal and 

belief changes in vaccine misinformation correction, this study hypothesizes: 

H2: Comparing falsified messages with lower source expertise or trustworthiness, 

messages with falsification labels that have higher source expertise or higher source 

trustworthiness will be more effective in increasing attitude towards vaccination and lowering 

perceived dangers of vaccines through either perceived source expertise or trustworthiness.  

Methods 

An online experiment with six message conditions was designed: one condition with 

misinformation messages and the other five conditions with falsification labels. The experiment 

was programmed on Qualtrics and implemented on Dynata, a large online survey platform, from 

August to September in 2018. Participants were set to be nationally representative by Dynata. 

Participants were randomly assigned to one of six conditions: (1) misinformation, or falsification 

labels conditions using source categories of (2) algorithms, (3) news media, (4) medical 

institutions, (5) research universities, or (6) fact-checking organizations.  

Messages and Procedures 

The generic message was designed as a mock Twitter page that displayed a 

misinformation post from a hypothetical user. The post consisted of a misinformation claim on a 

specific vaccine and a picture of the vaccine bottle. In total, there were five misinformation 

claims from five different vaccines types were selected: influenza, HPV, MMR, Tdap, and Zika. 

Each misinformation post claims that a specific vaccine causes some vaccine-related harm, for 

example, for flu misinformation post, it says, “flu vaccines cause flu outbreaks” and for MMR 
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vaccine misinformation post, it says, “MMR vaccines cause autism”. Thus, the misinformation 

condition included the five misinformation messages.  

The correction conditions added a falsification label below the misinformation post, 

including a falsification message (the post has been falsified by a source) and a source logo. 

Falsification labels had one of the five source categories: Deep Learning Algorithms, news media 

(ABC/FOX/MSNBC), medical institutions (Mayo Clinic/CDC/FDA), research universities (Johns 

Hopkins/Duke/Ohio State), or fact-checking organizations (FactCheck/Snopes/Politico). For 

each of these 13 specific sources (i.e., ABC news or CDC), falsification labels were added to all 

five misinformation tweets, resulting in a total of 65 individual misinformation messages with 

falsification labels. Therefore, there were a total of 70 different messages including the five 

misinformation tweets without labels in the misinformation message condition. This design 

comprehensively included different types of specific sources that can minimize the risk of case-

category confounds and thus increased more generalizability. 

Eligible participants completed questions about their prior beliefs and attitude towards 

vaccination before seeing the messages. Then they were assigned to one of the 70 message 

conditions to read the experimental stimuli. Right after the message exposure, they completed 

questions examining their attitudes towards vaccines, perceived dangers of vaccines, perceived 

source expertise, perceived source trustworthiness, and demographic variables. At the end of the 

survey, all participants received a debriefing message about the intention of the study, correct 

vaccine information, and credible sources for vaccine information. The average time for the 

study was about 12 minutes and each participant received a compensation equal to $3.50 from 

Dynata. The study procedure was approved by the Institutional Review Board of UC Davis. 
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Sample  

Eligibility criteria included living in the U.S. and being 18 to 65 years of age. Quotas 

were set with Dynata to obtain a sample of participants that reflected U.S. demographics on 

gender (50.8% female), age (18-24, 16.0%; 25-34, 21.0%; 35-44, 21.0%; 45-54, 23.0%; 55-64, 

19.0%), race (White, 60.7%; Hispanic, 18.1%; Black, 13.4%; Asian and others, 7.8%), and 

education (high school and below, 39.9%; some college, 28.6%; college and above, 31.5%). In 

total, 3,282 respondents filled these quotas. The pre-survey included three screening question: 

(1) age (has to be 18-65); (2) vaccine skepticism: “The health risks of vaccines outweigh the 

benefits.” Responses included “definitely false,” “probably false,” “probably true,” “definitely 

true,” or “unsure.” Participants answering “definitely true/probably true” were deemed of high 

skepticism and those answering “probably false/unsure” were deemed low skepticism. 

Participants responding “definitely false” were excluded.  

Figure 1 shows the flow of participant exclusion and recruitment. A total of 2190 (66.7%) 

provided consent forms on Qualtrics, among whom 1912 (87.3%) completed pre-survey and 

were randomized into one of the 70 conditions. After the experiment, attention check question 

asked whether the tweet was falsified and 1068 (out of 1681, 63.5%) in the falsification label 

conditions passed the check. The second attention check question asked who falsified the tweet 

and 662 (out of 1068, 62%) answered correctly and received subsequent questions about the 

source (see Appendix B for differences in sub-samples passing or failing attention checks). 

According to chi-square tests, there was no difference in attention check failures for question 1 

or 2 across the experimental conditions.  The primary analyses on attitude towards vaccination 

and perceived dangers of vaccines used the sample of 1198. The secondary analyses on source 

expertise and trustworthiness used the sample of 662.  
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Figure 1. Participant flow of the online experiment, 2018-2019. 

Measures 

 Attitude towards vaccination. For post experiment measurement, attitude towards a 

specific vaccination was measured on a 7-point semantic differential scale with four items: 

getting the flu/HPV/MMR/Tdap/Zika vaccine is good/bad, beneficial/harmful, wise/foolish, 

useless/useful. The ratings were averaged to create the variable for regressions (Cronbach’s α = 

0.96); however, latent variable was used for structural equation models. In the pre-experiment 

survey, a general attitude towards vaccination was measured by “In general, I think vaccines are 

good/bad, beneficial/harmful, wise/foolish, useless/useful” on the same scale (Cronbach’s α = 
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0.95). The general attitude was used as a covariate for the outcomes. This measurement was 

adapted from Abhyankar et al. (2008). 

 Perceived dangers of vaccines. This measurement was asked after the experiment. 

Perceived dangers of vaccines is a one question item on a scale from 1-7 by asking the degree to 

which participants agreed with the following statements: “(1) flu vaccines cause deaths and 

hospitalizations every year, or (2) MMR vaccines cause autism, (3) HPV vaccines cause 

paralysis, (4) The Tdap vaccines cause neurological damage, (5) The Zika vaccines cause 

seizures”. The vaccine danger claims were all from the misinformation posts, thus each vaccine 

has a different type of danger. The intention of this question was to assess the beliefs held in the 

misinformation claims between misinformation and falsification conditions.  

 Source expertise. This measurement was adapted from Jung et al. (2017) a 7-point 

Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree with 4 statements: “ The source is 

knowledgeable about vaccines/has a good track record of providing information about 

vaccines/has expertise on vaccines”. The ratings were averaged (Cronbach’s α = 0.93). 

Source trustworthiness. This measurement was adapted from Lee and Sundar (2013) on 

a 7-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree with 4 statements: “(1) 

The source is likely to withhold vaccine information from the public; (2) Vaccine information 

from the source is distorted; (3) Vaccine information from the source has been proven wrong in 

the past; (4) The source provides vaccine information only to protect themselves and their own 

interest”. Items were reverse coded and averaged (Cronbach’s α = 0.90). 

Moderator. Conspiracy beliefs were measured by a 7-point scale from strongly disagree 

to strongly agree with 5 items: (1) “The real truth about vaccines is being kept from the public”, 
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(2) “People need to wake up and start asking questions about vaccines”, (3) “Legitimate 

questions about vaccines are being suppressed by the government, the media, and academia”, (4) 

“Reporters, scientists, and government officials are involved in a conspiracy to cover up 

important information about vaccines”, (5) “An impartial, independent investigation of vaccines 

would show once and for all that we’ve been lied to on a massive scale” (Cronbach’s α = 0.96). 

Both variables were adapted from Jolley and Douglas (2014) and were measured before the 

experiment.  

Manipulation Check Questions. Two manipulation check questions were asked across 

the 5 falsification conditions: (1) “Was the tweet falsified?”, with answers “Yes/No/I don’t 

remember”. The correct answer should be “Yes”. Participants who answered incorrectly failed 

the manipulation check 1. If participants correctly answered the first manipulation check 

question then the second manipulation check question was asked to identify the source: “Who 

falsified the tweet?”, with answers such as “ABC news/USA today/I don’t know” in media 

condition. Participants who answered the source incorrectly failed manipulation check 2. (See 

Appendix I for manipulation check comparisons).  

Statistical Analyses 

 To test hypotheses H1, two analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) models were conducted to 

analyze the differences in the outcomes of attitude towards vaccination and perceived dangers of 

vaccines across six experimental conditions (one misinformation message condition and five 

falsification label message conditions). If the ANCOVA models showed significant differences 

across conditions, post-hoc multiple comparisons were used to examine the differences among 

conditions. The study used "Holm as a family-wise comparison method. All ANCOVA models 

controlled for pre-attitude towards vaccination measured before the experiment.  
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 To explore RQ1, first all 65 falsification labels were coded as one falsification condition 

and the five misinformation messages were coded as the control condition. A two-factor 

ANCOVA analysis was conducted with the two experimental conditions (all 70 messages) as the 

independent variable, conspiracy beliefs as the moderator, and attitude towards vaccination as 

the outcome. If the interaction term was significant, generalized linear regression analysis on 

comparing the differences were conducted.  

 To explore RQ2, two analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) models were conducted to 

analyze the differences in the outcomes of perceived source expertise and perceived source 

trustworthiness across five falsification label message conditions (65 messages). If the 

ANCOVA models showed significant differences across conditions, post-hoc multiple 

comparisons were used to examine the differences among conditions. The study used “Holm” as 

a family-wise comparison method. All ANCOVA models controlled for pre-attitude towards 

vaccination measured before the experiment.  

To test H2, two structural equation models (SEM) using maximum likelihood estimation 

were constructed. First, two measurement models were built for confirmatory factor analysis 

(CFA) and then two structural equation models (SEM) were built (Kline, 2016). A model has a 

good fit if its root mean square of error of approximation (RMSEA) is ≤.06 and comparative fit 

index (CFI) is ≥ .95. In addition, a standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) value of ≤ 

.08 is considered desirable (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Alternative models had unacceptable fit (see 

Appendix O), thus the proposed models were used.  

Medical institutions and research universities emerged as the sources with the highest 

perceived source expertise, and there was no difference between the five source categories with 

regard to trustworthiness. Therefore, two independent SEMs were constructed with attitude 
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towards vaccination and perceived dangers of vaccines as the outcome variables and source 

expertise as the mediator. Independent variables in the SEM Model 1 were 3 dummy variables 

specified as universities vs. algorithms, universities vs. news media, and universities vs. fact-

checking organizations. Independent variables in the SEM Model 2 were specified as medical vs. 

algorithms, medical vs. news media, and medical vs. fact-checking organizations. For all models, 

pre-attitude was added as a covariate. The two outcome variables were allowed to correlate with 

each other. Models involved both direct effects from experimental conditions to the two 

outcomes and indirect effects from experimental conditions to the outcome variable through the 

mediator.  

Despite the correlational nature of these mediational analysis (i.e., mediators and the 

dependent variable were measured at the same time), alternative SEM models (Appendix P) were 

tested. The alternative models reversed the direction of the mediators and the dependent variable 

and resulted in worse model fit statistics. This suggests the robust relationship of mediators and 

the dependent variable. Analyses were conducted using the lavaan package of R 3.3.  

Results 

The completed sample size included 1198 responses. The sample had diverse 

demographics (Appendix K for demographic characteristics): age (M = 41.13, SD = 13.42), 

gender (50.2% female), race (64.7% White, 12.4% African American, 6.1% Asian, 14% 

Hispanic), education (21% with a 4-year college degree and 44.8% with a high school degree or 

less), and political ideology (M = 6.68, SD = 2.49). The sample was an online panel; thus, the 

demographics were younger and more educated than nationally representative sample.   
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 Both chi-squared and ANOVA tests were conducted to check the distribution of 

conditions. No significant results were detected across conditions regarding demographic 

variables, control variables, and four key outcome variables.  

Figure 2 depicts the means of attitude towards vaccination and perceived vaccine dangers 

across the misinformation message and falsification label message conditions. Results on attitude 

towards vaccination showed a significant difference across conditions, F (5, 1191) = 2.48, p < 

.01. Multiple comparison showed that in comparison to the misinformation messages (M = 4.59), 

falsification messages by media sources (M = 5.00, p = .005), research university sources (M = 

5.08, p < .001), medical institution sources (M = 4.91, p = .031), factcheck organization sources 

(M = 4.87, p = .048), and algorithm sources (M = 4.92, p = .042) all generated more positive 

attitude towards vaccination than misinformation messages. There was no significant difference 

among falsified messages in terms of attitude towards vaccination. Thus, H1(a) was supported. 

 

Figure 2. Means of Outcome Variables Across Conditions. 
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Conspiracy beliefs significantly moderated (see Figure 3) the effect of falsification labels 

on attitude towards vaccination (p = .02), with a stronger effect for the participants who had a 

higher level of conspiracy beliefs (i.e., 1 SD above the mean) (B = 0.93, p = .02), followed by 

the mean level (B = 0.32, p = .03), and the lower level (i.e., 1 SD below the mean) (B = -0.32, p 

= .31).  

 

Figure 3. Moderation Effect by Conspiracy Beliefs on Attitude Towards Vaccination Between 

Misinformation (0) and Falsification Conditions (1). 

Results on perceived dangers of vaccines showed a significant difference across 

conditions, F (5, 1191) = 2.76, p < .01. Multiple comparison showed that in comparison to the 

misinformation messages (M = 4.28), falsification messages by media sources (M = 3.9, p = 

.024), research university sources (M = 3.84, p = .009), medical institution sources (M = 3.76, p 

= .002), and factcheck organization sources (M = 3.71, p < .001) all generated lower perceived 
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dangers of vaccines than misinformation messages. However, algorithm sources (M = 3.71, p = 

.092) did not result in lower perceived vaccine danger than misinformation messages. There was 

no significant difference among falsified messages in terms of perceived vaccine dangers. Thus, 

H1(b) was mostly supported. 

Comparing among falsified messages, results on perceived source expertise showed a 

significant difference across conditions, F (4, 656) = 14.36, p < .001. Multiple comparison 

showed that falsification messages by research university sources (M = 4.79) had higher 

perceived source expertise than falsification messages by media sources (M = 3.88, p < .001), 

factcheck organization sources (M = 4.04, p < .001), and algorithm sources (M = 3.97, p = .008). 

Falsification messages by medical institution sources also (M = 4.82) had higher perceived 

source expertise than falsification messages by media sources (M = 3.88, p < .001), factcheck 

organization sources (M = 4.04, p < .001), and algorithm sources (M = 3.97, p = .009). There was 

no significant difference between falsification message by research university sources and 

medica institution sources (p = .86). However, results on perceived source credibility showed no 

significant difference across conditions, F (4, 656) = 0.39, p =.819. Thus, to answer RQ1, both 

research university and medical institution sources had higher source expertise than media, 

factcheck organization, and algorithm sources.  

Mechanisms of Effects of Falsification Labels  

The CFA model results confirmed that all measurement items were significantly 

correlated with their corresponding latent constructs (see Appendix O for measurement fits). 

There were significant indirect effects of falsification messages with higher perceived source 

expertise on both attitude towards vaccination and perceived vaccine dangers. All models had 

acceptable fit statistics (see Figures 2 & 3). (See Appendix N for model statistics) 
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Figures 4 and 5 show the mediating pathways for the effects of falsification labels with 

higher perceived source expertise on attitude towards vaccination and perceived vaccine dangers 

in comparison to falsification labels with lower source expertise. Compared to the other three 

falsification labels, research university and medical institution falsification labels generated 

higher attitude towards vaccination and lowered perceived vaccine dangers. Compared to the 

algorithm falsification label, both research university and medical institution falsification labels 

increased attitude towards vaccination through increasing source expertise, with an indirect 

effect of 0.19 (95% CI: 0.05, 0.33) and 0.20 (95% CI: 0.06, 0.34) respectively. However, neither 

the research university nor medical institution falsification labels significantly lowered perceived 

vaccine dangers through increasing source expertise. Compared to the media falsification label, 

both research university and medical institution falsification labels generated higher attitude 

towards vaccination through increasing source expertise, with an indirect effect of 0.24 (95% CI: 

.13, .35) and 0.25 (95% CI: 0.14, 0.36) respectively. However, only medical institution 

falsification labels lowered perceived vaccine dangers through increasing source expertise, with 

an indirect effect of -0.11 (95% CI: -0.22, -0.01). Comparing to factcheck organization 

falsification label, both research university and medical institution falsification labels increased 

attitude towards vaccination through increasing source expertise, with an indirect effect of 0.18 

(95% CI: 0.07, 0.28) and 0.18 (95% CI: 0.09, 0.28) respectively. Lastly, only medical institution 

falsification labels lowered perceived vaccine dangers through increasing source expertise, with 

an indirect effect of -0.08 (95% CI: -0.16, -0.003).  
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Figure 4. Effects of Research University Falsification Labels on Attitude and Vaccine Dangers. 

Note. Both unstandardized coefficients, standard errors (in parentheses), and p-values are shown. 
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Figure 5. Effects of Medical Institution Falsification Labels on Attitude and Vaccine Dangers. 

Note. Both unstandardized coefficients, standard errors (in parentheses), and p-values are shown. 
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research universities and medical institutions had higher perceived source expertise, which in 

turn resulted in more positive attitude towards vaccination than the other three source categories 

(algorithm, news media, and factcheck organizations). On the other hand, medical institutions 

were more effective in lowering perceived dangers of vaccines than news media and factcheck 

organizations. Future practices should consider medical institutions and research universities as 

reliable sources to correct vaccine misinformation.  

 Falsification labels can positively influence attitude towards vaccination among 

participants with high levels of conspiracy beliefs. Past research has been concerned about the 

effects of corrections on conspiratorial believers (Featherstone et al., 2019). This study showed 

that falsification labeling was more effective even among high conspiracy believers, providing a 

promising correction approach for more vulnerable populations.  

 An important contribution of this study is that not all source credibility measures are 

equally important in vaccine misinformation correction. Traditionally, both source expertise and 

source trustworthiness are viewed as critical predictors of message effectiveness (Pornpitakpan, 

2004). Empirical research has inconsistent findings in terms of whether trustworthiness or 

expertise has more effective persuasive outcomes (Eastin, 2001; Slater & Rouner, 1996). This 

study has shown that in the area of vaccine misinformation correction, source expertise matters 

the most. This finding is consistent with other correction research in health (Vraga & Bode, 

2017, 2018). Recent studies on health misinformation corrections identified health organizations 

and government agencies as potential expert sources to refute misinformation effectively 

(Southwell et al., 2016). This research not only confirmed that health organizations are effective 

misinformation correction expert sources but also discovered research universities as another 

effective source.  
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 This study is not without limitations. On the one hand, participants recruited from online 

panels did not fully represent the U.S. demographics. This sample might include people who 

were more versed with online information and social media than the average people. It is 

important to use a nationally representative sample and test whether falsification labels are still 

effective across the population. Moreover, this experiment showed a Twitter mock post instead 

of a dynamic social media environment. Therefore, the results of this study are not generalizable 

to natural social media settings. It is important for future studies to test the effects of falsification 

labels in a social media field experiment where attention to labels might be reduced due to 

information overload. Lastly, the one-item screening question to include participants with 

vaccine skepticism may not capture the full spectrum of anti-vaccine attitude and vaccine 

hesitant people. A more robust and comprehensive measurement should be used in the future so 

that the effects of correction among different levels of vaccine hesitancy can be fully explored.  

 Vaccine misinformation presents a public threat to prevent disease outbreak prevention, 

this study has found a way that social media platforms can effectively label misinformation 

messages. In the midst of the current Covid-19 pandemic, promoting healthy Covid-19 vaccine 

information and debunking vaccine misinformation are the biggest priorities to ensure the re-

opening of the country and the health of everyone. This study showed that labeling 

misinformation with labels from expert sources can minimize misinformation effect on attitude 

and perceived dangers of vaccines. The time is now for government, health organizations, and 

social media companies unite to fight against this common enemy of humanity.  
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CHAPTER 5 Effects of Refuting Vaccine Misinformation on Twitter – A Field Experiment 

Abstract 

Misinformation about Covid-19 on social media has contributed to many deaths and injuries. In 

order to curb the spread of the coronavirus and help the vaccine distribution, it is critical to 

design a field experiment on social media for vaccine misinformation correction. This study 

examined the effects of falsifying misinformation tweets on correcting attitude towards 

vaccination, perceived vaccine effectiveness, vaccine safety concerns, and vaccination intention 

on Twitter. Moreover, this study also explored how falsifying misinformation on Twitter 

influenced vaccination intentions through attitude, effectiveness, and safety concerns. An online 

field experiment with three major conditions involving 394 participants was conducted in early 

2021. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions: a misinformation 

account tweeting flu and Covid-19 vaccine misinformation, a falsification account retweeting 

misinformation tweets from the misinformation account while falsifying them with labels and 

source explanation, and a non-misinformation Twitter account tweeting irrelevant tweets as a 

control. Eligible participants completed a pre-experiment survey, provided their valid Twitter 

accounts, followed their assigned accounts for five days. Eligible participants who followed the 

accounts were invited to complete a post-experiment survey, resulting in 394 samples for 

analysis. Analyses were conducted to examine the differences in attitude towards vaccination, 

perceived vaccine effectiveness, vaccine safety concerns, and vaccination intentions across three 

conditions for both flu and Covid-19 vaccines. In comparison to misinformation condition, 

falsification condition resulted in more positive attitude towards vaccination for both flu (p= .03) 

and Covid-19 vaccines (p= .023) and increased perceived flu vaccine effectiveness (p= .022). 

Mediation analyses showed in comparison to misinformation condition, falsification condition 
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resulted in higher vaccination intentions for both flu and Covid-19 vaccines through improving 

attitude. This field experiment provides practical guidance and evidence on vaccine 

misinformation corrections on real social media platforms and has critical implications for the 

Covide-19 vaccine distribution.  

Keywords: Twitter; falsification; vaccine misinformation; Covid-19; flu; field experiment.  
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Introduction 

The coronavirus has claimed over 561,000 lives in the United States as of May 1, 2021 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2021). Ironically, the pandemic has created other 

public health threats that contributed to deaths and injuries from coronavirus misinformation, 

which WHO (World Health Organization, 2020a) has termed as the “misinfodemic”—the 

pandemic of misinformation spread especially on social media. It is estimated that besides deaths 

caused by coronavirus, Covid-19 misinformation has contributed to hundreds of deaths, 

hospitalizations, and injuries as people tried miracle treatments and preventions read from online 

sources (Islam et al., 2020).  

In order to combat misinformation’s influence on public health, experts believe that 

misinformation correction is the most effective approach (Vraga & Bode, 2020) for the current 

pandemic. Moreover, numerous online experiments have already shown that correction—the 

presentation of information designed to rebut inaccurate claims or misperception has effectively 

reduced misperceptions (Walter & Murphy, 2018). However, misinformation correction studies 

have usually been one-time exposure experiments in which participants dedicated time to read 

correction posts. There is no current study exploring the effects of corrections in the field—on 

real social media platforms where participants browse misinformation posts along with other 

information consumption. Therefore, it is yet unclear whether misinformation correction has 

similar effects on real-time social media platforms.  

The experiment in Chapter 3 found that refutations could effectively increase MMR 

vaccination intentions through increasing positive attitude towards vaccination. Chapter 4 found 

that falsification labels with expert sources were more effective to reduce perceptions of vaccine 

harms and increase attitude towards vaccination through perceived source expertise. These two 
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studies have laid the foundation of this last research on misinformation correction and based on 

the results the current research will combine falsification labels with expert sources and a simple 

refuting claim or link to an article explaining why misinformation is wrong. 

Following the call to correct Covid-19 vaccine and flu vaccine misinformation to save 

lives (Chou et al., 2020), this last chapter introduced a new study that utilized the correction 

methods described above on Twitter platform where participants were recruited to follow a 

specific Twitter account that sends: (1) misinformation about Covid-19 and flu vaccines; (2) 

tweeting the misinformation sent in condition 1 while correcting it with a falsification label, a 

source that explains why it is wrong, and a link to that source; (3) irrelevant information (not 

about misinformation or vaccines).  

The following section will introduce theoretical frameworks on testing a set of pre-

registered hypotheses (See Appendix P for pre-registration details) regarding the effects of 

falsification labels and the mechanisms on how falsification labels can potentially influence 

vaccination intentions, in comparison to misinformation condition. The results of this study will 

have practical evidence and guidance on how to leverage social media platforms to correct and 

promote vaccination.  

Effects of Misinformation and Falsification Labels 

 One-time online experimental studies have shown that exposure to vaccine 

misinformation for a short amount of time can reduce people’s favorable attitude towards 

vaccines (Chen et al., 2020), perceived vaccine effectiveness (Nan & Madden, 2012), 

vaccination intention (Jolley & Douglas, 2014), and can increase perceived vaccine risks (Betsch 

et al., 2010) and perceived vaccine safety concerns (Calo et al., 2021). These studies provided 

important foundations for the effects of misinformation; however, studies have not tested 
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whether misinformation has similar negative impacts when people expose them on social media 

platforms. One online quasi-experiment has found that exposure to vaccine misinformation has 

be linked to decreased MMR vaccination rate (Carrieri et al., 2019). Therefore, this research 

hypothesizes the effects of misinformation:  

H1: In comparison to non-misinformation control condition, misinformation condition 

will decrease attitude towards vaccination (a) and perceived vaccine effectiveness (b), increase 

vaccine safety concerns (c), and decrease vaccination intention (d).  

Due to the effects of vaccine misinformation, researchers have been investigating 

methods to mitigate its harms. Studies have found that refuting or falsifying misinformation 

about vaccines can reduce misperceptions of vaccination (Bode & Vraga, 2018; van der Meer & 

Jin, 2020) and this method is the most effective when falsifications are coupled with expert 

sources (Vraga & Bode, 2017) or relevant facts that falsify the misinformation (Bode & Vraga, 

2015). However, no current study has explored misinformation correction with field experiment. 

Based on the effective correction of falsification labels along with sources and relevant facts, this 

study is the first to explore whether falsification labels will effectively mitigate the negative 

influences brought by misinformation in social media environment. Therefore, this study 

hypothesizes the following effects of correction: 

H2: In comparison to misinformation condition, falsification condition will result in more 

positive attitude towards vaccination (a), higher perceived vaccine effectiveness (b), lower 

vaccine safety concerns (c), and higher vaccination intention.  

Although there is evidence showing correcting vaccine misinformation is effective in 

reducing negative perceptions or attitude towards vaccines, some studies have shown that these 
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effects are dependent upon certain demographic variables. For example, Shen and Zhou (2020) 

found that corrections did not work among parents with vaccine-hesitant views but was effective 

among pro-vaccine parents. The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) states that individuals 

process information either superficially through the peripheral route or accurately through the 

central route (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). However, the motivation to process information 

determines mode of processing. Individuals are motivated to process information with accuracy 

if the information is personally relevant, but they are motivated defend themselves when the 

information does not align with their values. Defense motivation explains why people with 

different values or views disengage with health persuasive messages (Petty et al., 2009). In the 

context of vaccination information, researchers have found that conspiracy belief is a primary 

moderator that determines whether people are favorable towards vaccination or not (Ruiz & Bell, 

2021). Therefore, this study seeks to understand the following research question: 

RQ1: In comparison to both the control and misinformation conditions, are the effects of 

falsification condition contingent upon conspiracy beliefs? (An exploratory question not listed in 

the pre-registration) 

Vaccination intention is the most effective predictor of vaccination behaviors (Meier et 

al., 2021). Moreover, vaccination intention is predicted by attitude towards vaccines, beliefs 

about vaccines, such as whether vaccines are effective and safe (Brewer & Hallman, 2006; 

Camerini et al., 2019). An experimental study found that parents’ vaccination intention increased 

after reading messages that included the benefits of MMR vaccines while refuting the harms of 

vaccines, highlighting the critical role of vaccine effectiveness and safety concerns in promoting 

vaccination intention (Hendrix et al., 2014). Therefore, this study seeks hypothesizes the 

following mechanism: 
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H3: In comparison to misinformation condition, falsification condition will result in 

higher vaccination intention indirectly (a) through increasing both attitude towards vaccination 

(b), and perceived vaccine effectiveness (c), and through decreasing vaccine safety concerns (d).  

Some behavioral data from social media research revealed that misinformation spread 

faster than true information because it elicited more emotional reactions among audiences 

(Vosoughi et al., 2018). An experimental study (Ozturk et al., 2015) found that adding a warning 

label next to misinformation reduced intention to spread the corrected message on social media. 

However, research has yet to discover whether misinformation messages receive more attention 

than correction messages. Therefore, this research will explore the following question: 

RQ2: What are the general reactions to all the tweets across misinformation, correction, 

and non-misinformation control conditions? (An exploratory question not listed in the pre-

registration) 

Method 

A field experiment on Twitter was designed with three conditions represented by three 

different Twitter accounts (see Figure 1 for the design): (1) a vaccine misinformation account 

sends misinformation about Covid-19 and flu vaccines; (2) a vaccine misinformation correction 

account that retweets the misinformation tweets while adding falsification labels (i.e. X False!), a 

source to explain why it is false, and a link to the source; (3) an irrelevant information account 

sends out information about travel, fashion, food, and lifestyles as the no-misinformation control 

condition. The experiment was programmed on Qualtrics and participants were recruited through 

university classes and Prolific, a large online research platform.  
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Figure 1. Experimental Design 

Messages and Procedures 

The generic misinformation message was designed with a misinformation message and a 

picture related to the claim. For example, if the misinformation message is about Bill Gates and 

Covid-19 vaccines then a picture of Bill Gates with Covid-19 vaccine will be shown below the 

post. In total, there were 45 messages sent out by the misinformation account with nine messages 

spread across five days. Every day six out of nine tweets were misinformation either about 

Covid-19 or flu vaccines and three tweets were other information unrelated to vaccine 

misinformation. All misinformation posts were adapted from popular misinformation claims 

currently spreading online. For example, “Bill Gates is tracking American people with Covid-19 

vaccines”, or “flu vaccination is less effective than Vitamin C to prevent us from getting the flu”. 

Misinformation claims included several themes: vaccines are ineffective, vaccines are dangerous, 

and vaccines are a conspiracy by the establishment.  

Experiment conditions
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Control Misinformation Correction
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The correction condition synchronously retweeted the vaccine misinformation tweet (the 

six tweets out of the nine on each day) and added a falsification label (a red cross label with 

False), a source that explains why the misinformation was wrong, and the link to that source. The 

corrections appeared to be on top of the misinformation tweets. The falsification label uses 

sources that have officially corrected the claims of misinformation in real life. Sources included 

health institutions such as CDC, news media such as Reuters, and well-known universities such 

as Johns Hopkins. In total there were also 45 messages in the correction account with nine 

messages sent out every day over five days. Similar to misinformation condition, six out of nine 

tweets each day were falsified, and three other tweets were irrelevant information.  

The control condition sent out 45 tweets over five days and nine tweets per day. 

Messages in the control condition were about travel information, fashion news, food recipes, and 

lifestyles. This condition was designed to explore the effects of misinformation and as a generic 

control to observe the changes of population on outcome variables not influenced by the 

experiment.  

All conditions were designed based on common profiles of other misinformation, 

correction, and lifestyle Twitter accounts. Tweets were programmed through Twitter API to 

automatically send out tweets at the same time. Tweets were sent out on the following hours over 

five days: 9am, 11am, 12pm, 1pm, 3pm, 5pm, 6pm, 7pm, and 8pm PTD. For misinformation and 

correction accounts, tweets were randomized into five days, nine tweets in total and six 

misinformation/correction tweets per day. For the remaining six irrelevant tweets, 

misinformation account sent out information about home therapy, supplement information, and 

vaccine schedule information, mimicking the tweets sent out by other misinformation Twitter 

accounts. Similarly, in the correction condition, the irrelevant tweets were about current news of 
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corona virus and other health and wellness information. Tweets in the control condition were 

fully randomized to ensure each day had nine tweets about different subjects.  

The study screened eligible participants based on three questions: (1) whether the 

participants had a valid Twitter account; (2) whether they were 18 years or older; and (3) 

whether they live in the United States at the time of the experiment. Eligible participants 

completed questions about their prior beliefs and attitude towards vaccination and were asked to 

give their personal Twitter accounts. After checking with the Twitter API on the validity of 

Twitter accounts, participants with valid accounts were randomized into one of the three 

accounts. After the randomization, participants in misinformation condition were blocked from 

seeing both control and correction accounts, participants in the control condition were blocked 

from seeing both misinformation and correction accounts, participants in the correction account 

were only blocked from seeing the control as they were designed to be able to see the 

misinformation tweets. After blocking, eligible participants were invited to follow the accounts 

they were assigned to. Two days after the invite, the experiment started by sending out tweets in 

each condition from 9am PTD for five days. Each night after the last message was sent out, a 

notification message mimicking Twitter’s tweets promotion email was sent out to remind 

participants of what had happened today on the account they followed. On the sixth day of the 

experiment, participants who had followed the accounts were invited to complete a post 

experiment survey to measure their attitudes towards vaccines, perceived vaccine effectiveness, 

vaccine safety concerns, vaccination intentions, and demographic variables. At the end of the 

survey, all participants received a debriefing message about the intention of the study, correct 

vaccine information, and credible sources for vaccine information. Participants recruited from 

UC Davis received a compensation equal to two extra course credits or a $5 Amazon gift card. 
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Participants from Prolific were offered $5 cash on Prolific. The study procedure was approved 

by the Institutional Review Board of UC Davis. 

Sample  

Eligibility criteria included living in the U.S., being 18 to 65 years of age, and having a 

valid Twitter account. Criteria were set on Prolific, or screening were asked at the beginning of 

the pre-experiment survey if participants were recruited from the school. The experiments were 

conducted in two waves. The first wave collected data from January 18 to January 31 and the 

second wave was from February 1st to 14th. Both waves were combined for the analyses.  

Figure 2 shows the flow of participant exclusion and recruitment. A total of 960 

participants passed the initial eligibility questions, 525 consented eligible participants completed 

the pre-experiment survey and were eligible to be randomized into one of three conditions, and 

they were later invited after being blocked from seeing other two accounts. After the experiment, 

466 participants were following the accounts and invited to complete the post-experiment 

survey. 394 of them completed the survey and were used for the analyses. According to chi-

square tests, there was no difference in the outcome variables and demographics between two 

waves and no differences across the three experimental conditions.  
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Figure 2. Participant flow of the field experiment, 2021. 

Measures 

 Attitude towards vaccination. For both pre- and post-experiment measurements, 

attitude towards a specific vaccination was measured on a 7-point semantic differential scale 

with four items: getting the flu/Covid-19 vaccine is good/bad, beneficial/harmful, wise/foolish, 

useless/useful. The ratings were averaged to create the variable for regressions (Cronbach’s α = 

0.96 for both vaccines); however, latent variable was used for structural equation models. This 

measurement was adapted from Abhyankar et al. (2008). 

Vaccine safety concerns. Perceived vaccine safety concerns were measured by a 7-point 

scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree with 3 items: (1) “I worry about the short-term 

side effects of the flu/Covid-19 vaccine,” (2) “I worry that the flu/Covid-19 vaccine might 

negatively affect my child’s body,” and (3) “I worry that the flu/Covid-19 vaccine might have 
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unknown long-term side effects” (Cronbach’s α = 0.89). Higher scores indicate higher perceived 

vaccine safety concerns. This measurement was adapted from Brabin et al. (2006).  

Perceived vaccine effectiveness. Perceived vaccine effectiveness was measured by a 5-

point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree with 3 items: (1) “I believe the flu/Covid-19 

vaccine is effective in preventing measles, mumps, and rubella”, (2) “I believe I get the 

flu/Covid-19 vaccine, I will be less likely to get the flu/coronavirus”, (3) “I believe flu/Covid-19 

vaccine works in preventing the flu/coronavirus” (Cronbach’s α = 0.87). Higher scores indicate 

higher perceived vaccine effectiveness. This measurement was adapted from Witte’s Risk 

Behavioral Diagnosis Scale (RBDS) (Witte et al., 2001).  

Vaccination intention. Vaccination intention was measured on a 7-point scale from 

extremely unlikely to extremely likely with 3 items: (1) “How likely would you be to get 

flu/Covid-19 vaccine for the flu/coronavirus?” (2) “If you were faced with the decision of 

whether to get the flu/Covid-19 vaccine today, how likely is it that you would choose to get the 

flu/Covid-19 vaccine?” (3) “How likely would you be to get the flu/Covid-19 vaccine in the 

future?” (Cronbach’s α = 0.93).  This measurement was adapted from Rothman et al. (1999).  

Moderator. Conspiracy beliefs were measured by a 5-point scale from strongly disagree 

to strongly agree with 5 items: (1) “The real truth about vaccines is being kept from the public”, 

(2) “People need to wake up and start asking questions about vaccines”, (3) “Legitimate 

questions about vaccines are being suppressed by the government, the media, and academia”, (4) 

“Reporters, scientists, and government officials are involved in a conspiracy to cover up 

important information about vaccines”, (5) “An impartial, independent investigation of vaccines 

would show once and for all that we’ve been lied to on a massive scale” (Cronbach’s α = 0.96). 
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Both variables were adapted from Jolley and Douglas (2014) and were measured before the 

experiment.  

Manipulation Check Questions. Five manipulation check questions were asked to 

assess whether participants were aware of the type of tweets from the account they were 

following. The five questions were claims randomly selected from the five days (one claim per 

day) across three accounts. For example, the manipulation check question asked, “Which of the 

following statements have you seen from the Twitter account you followed?” with answers: “(1) 

a claim from the control account; (2) a claim from the misinformation account; (3) a claim from 

the correction account; (4) I don’t remember”. Participants failed the manipulation check if they 

consistently selected the wrong answer across five questions. 

Statistical Analyses 

 To evaluate the effects of this experiment, both the effects of the Intent-to-Treat 

(ITT) and the Complier Average Causal Effect (CACE) were calculated. Demographic 

differences were compared among the ITT sample (N = 394), the CACE sample (N = 365), and 

the non-compliant sample (N =29) using both Chi-square and ANOVA tests. (Exploratory 

analyses not listed in the pre-registration) 

To test H1 and H2, four analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) models were conducted to 

analyze the differences in the outcomes of attitude towards vaccination, vaccine safety concerns, 

perceived vaccine effectiveness, and vaccination intention across three experimental conditions 

and on two types of vaccines separately. If the ANCOVA models showed significant differences 

across conditions, post-hoc multiple comparisons were used to examine the differences among 
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conditions. The study used “holm” as a family-wise comparison method. All ANCOVA models 

controlled for prior attitude towards flu or Covid-19.  

 To explore RQ1, conspiracy belief was added as a moderator to the above models on 

predicting attitude towards vaccination for both flu and Covid-19. If the interaction term was 

significant, generalized linear regression analysis on comparing the differences were conducted.  

To test H3, two structural equation models (SEM) using maximum likelihood estimation 

were constructed. First two specified and refined the measurement model through confirmatory 

factor analysis (CFA) were built following the completion of the estimation of the SEM (Kline, 

2016). A model has a good fit if its root mean square of error of approximation (RMSEA) is ≤.06 

and comparative fit index (CFI) is ≥ .95. In addition, a standardized root mean square residual 

(SRMR) value of ≤ .08 is considered desirable (Hu & Bentler, 1999).  

Two independent SEMs were constructed with flu and Covid-19 vaccination intention as 

the outcome variables. Independent variables in the two models were dummy variables specified 

as Falsification condition versus misinformation condition. Three parallel mediators were tested 

in both models, including attitude towards flu or Covid-19 vaccination, flu or covid-19 vaccine 

safety concerns, and perceived flu or covid-19 vaccine effectiveness. The mediators were 

allowed to correlate with each other. Pre-experiment attitudes towards flu or Covid-19 

vaccination were included in both of the models as covariates. Models involved only indirect 

effects from experimental conditions to the outcome variable through the three mediators. 

Analyses were conducted using the lavaan package of R 3.3.  
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To explore RQ2, the number of impressions, likes, replies, and retweets were reported. 

Chi-square tests were conducted across three conditions to examine whether there were 

differences among the three accounts in terms of tweet reactions.  

Results 

Sample Characteristics 

 The completed sample size included 394 responses (see Appendix Q for demographics). 

Given that the sample is convenience, self-selected, and not representative of any particular 

population, the general distribution of the sample was skewed towards females (61.7%), 

democrats (52.3% Democrats, 41.4% Independents, and 6.3% Republicans), highly educated 

(49% with either an associate or a 4-year college degree), younger (M = 24, SD = 7.8) 

populations. Interestingly, the sample included more Asian and Hispanic populations than White 

and African Americans (41.6% White, 4.1% African American, 15.6% Asian, 29.2% Hispanic). 

There were 29 (7.36%) participants who failed the manipulation check questions, resulting in a 

sample of 365 compliant participants. No statistically significant results were found among the 

ITT, compliant, and non-compliant samples in terms of demographic variables (see Appendix Q 

for comparison details).  

 Both chi-squared and ANOVA tests were conducted to check the distribution of 

conditions. No significant results were detected across conditions regarding demographic 

variables, control variables, and four key outcome variables.  

Effects of Misinformation and Refutational Messages 

Figure 3 depicts the means of attitude towards vaccination, vaccine safety concerns, 

perceived vaccine effectiveness, and vaccination intention across three Twitter conditions for 
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both flu and covid-19 for the full sample. For the effects of ITT, results on attitude towards flu 

vaccination showed a significant difference across conditions, F (2, 390) = 3.91, p = .021. 

Multiple comparisons showed that in comparison to misinformation condition (M = 6.25), only 

falsification condition (M = 6.43, p = .03) generated more positive attitude towards flu 

vaccination, however, no-misinformation control condition (M = 6.33, p = .504) did not differ 

from misinformation condition. There was no significant difference between falsification 

condition and no-misinformation control condition on attitude (p = .558). The CACE results on 

flu attitude was close to significance across conditions, F (2, 361) = 2.84, p = .06.  

The ITT results on attitude towards Covid-19 vaccination showed a significant difference 

across conditions, F (2, 390) = 3.81, p = .023. Multiple comparison showed that in comparison 

to misinformation condition (M = 6.27), falsification condition (M = 6.48, p = .035) generated 

more positive attitude towards the Covid-19 vaccination, however, no-misinformation control 

condition (M = 6.30, p = .352) did not differ from misinformation condition. There was no 

significant difference between falsification condition and no-misinformation control condition on 

attitude (p = .831). The CACE results on Covid-19 attitude was not significant across conditions, 

F (2, 361) = 2.20, p = .112.  

The ITT results did not show any significance on either flu or Covid-19 vaccine safety 

concerns across the three conditions, F (2, 390) = .47, p = .625 and F (2, 390) = .84, p = .433 

respectively. The CACE also showed insignificant results F (2, 361) = 1.55, p = .213 for flu 

safety concerns and F (2, 361) = .78, p = .461 for Covid-19 safety concerns.  

The ITT results on perceived flu vaccine effectiveness showed a significant difference 

across conditions, F (2, 390) = 4.68, p < .01. Multiple comparison showed that in comparison to 

misinformation condition (M = 5.36), only falsification condition (M = 5.71, p = .022) generated 
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higher perceived flu vaccine effectiveness, however, no-misinformation control condition (M = 

5.45, p = .08) did not differ from misinformation condition. There was no significant difference 

between falsification condition and no-misinformation control condition on perceived flu vaccine 

effectiveness (p = .818). The CACE results also showed a significant difference, F (2, 361) = 

3.47, p = .032. Multiple comparison also showed that falsification condition (M = 5.64, p = .043) 

generated higher perceived flu vaccine effectiveness than misinformation condition (M = 5.33).  

The ITT results on perceived Covid-19 vaccine effectiveness showed no significant 

difference across conditions, F (2, 390) = 1.45, p = .236. The CACE showed similar results, F 

(2, 361) = 1.14, p = .321. 

The ITT results on neither flu vaccination intention nor Covid-19 vaccination intention 

showed significant differences across conditions, F (2, 128) = 1.19, p = .309 and F (2, 390) = 

0.38, p = .681 respectively. The CACE showed similar results, F (2, 116) = 1.26, p = .288 and F 

(2, 361) = 0.01, p = .986. Overall, H1 was rejected and H2 was partially supported.  
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Figure 3. Means of Outcome Variables Across Experimental Conditions 

 

 For ITT sample, conspiracy beliefs significantly moderated the effect of falsification 

label condition on attitude towards flu vaccination in comparison to misinformation condition (p 

= .019), with a significant increase of positive attitude for participants who had a high level of 

conspiracy beliefs (1 SD above the mean) (B = .22, p = .014) whereas falsification label 

condition did not result in significantly more positive attitude among participants who had a 

medium level (i.e., the mean) or a low level of conspiracy beliefs (1 SD below the mean) (Figure 

4A). But the moderation was not significant in comparison to the control condition (p = .118). 

The results of CACE (Figure 4B) also found similar moderation effects (p = .027) in comparison 

to misinformation condition and among participants of the highest level of conspiracy beliefs (1 

SD above the mean) (B = .26, p = .022). But the moderation was not significant in comparison to 
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the control condition (p = .203). Race, education level, or political ideology did not moderate the 

effects of falsification label condition in comparison to misinformation condition. 

A. ITT  
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B. CACE 

 

Figure 4. Moderation Effect by Conspiracy Beliefs on Attitude Towards Flu Vaccination 

Between Misinformation (0) and Falsification Label Conditions (1). 

For ITT sample, conspiracy beliefs significantly moderated the effect of falsification 

label condition on attitude towards Covid-19 vaccination in comparison to misinformation 

condition (p = .034), with a significant increase of positive attitude for participants who had a 

high level of conspiracy beliefs (i.e., 1 SD above the mean) (B = .30, p = .008) whereas 

falsification label condition did not result in significantly more positive attitude among 

participants who had a medium level (i.e., the mean) or a low level of conspiracy beliefs (i.e., 1 

SD above the mean) (Figure 5A). But the moderation was not significant in comparison to the 

control condition (p = .11). The results of CACE (Figure 5B) also found similar moderation 

effects (p = .028) among participants of the highest level of conspiracy beliefs (1 SD above the 

mean) (B = .29, p = .026). But the moderation was not significant in comparison to the control 
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condition (p = .26). Race, education level, or political ideology did not moderate the effects of 

falsification label condition in comparison to misinformation condition. 

A. ITT 
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B. CACE 

 

 

Figure 5. Moderation Effect by Conspiracy Beliefs on Attitude Towards Covid-19 Vaccination 

Between Misinformation (0) and Falsification Label Conditions (1). 

Mediating Mechanisms of Message Effects on Vaccination Intention  

The CFA model results confirmed that all measurement items were significantly 

correlated with their corresponding latent constructs (see Appendix W for details). There were 

significant indirect effects of falsification condition on both flu and Covid-19 vaccination 

intention. The ITT models had acceptable fit statistics (Figures 6A & 7A) (see Appendix U for 

model statistics) whereas the CACE models had poor model fit (Figures 6B & 7B) (see 

Appendix V for model statistics).  
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Figures 6A and 7A show the mediating pathways for the ITT falsification effects on both 

flu and Covid-19 vaccination intention in comparison to their misinformation condition. 

Falsification condition increased attitude towards flu vaccination and perceived flu vaccine 

effectiveness. Falsification also increased attitude towards Covid-19 vaccination but did not 

increase perceived Covid-19 vaccine effectiveness. Falsification labels didn’t influence vaccine 

safety concerns for either flu or Covid-19. The models also show that both attitude towards 

vaccination and perceived vaccine effectiveness are significantly predicting vaccination 

intention. Thus, falsification condition increased both flu vaccination intention through 

increasing both attitude towards flu vaccination and perceived flu vaccine effectiveness, with an 

indirect effect of 0.10 (95% CI: 0.004, 0.16) and 0.06 (95% CI: 0.002, 0.10) respectively. On the 

other hand, falsification condition increased Covid-19 vaccination intention indirectly through 

increasing attitude towards Covid-19 vaccination, with an indirect effect of 0.09 (95% CI: 0.03, 

0.15). Both model results for CACE did not show significant effects of falsification on 

vaccination intention (Figures 6B & 7B). Thus, H3 was partially supported.  
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A. ITT 

 

B. CACE  

 

Figure 6. Effects of Falsification Condition on Flu Vaccination Intention. 

Note. Both standardized coefficients, standard errors and p-values (in parentheses) are shown. 
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A. ITT 

 

B. CACE 

 

Figure 7. Effects of Falsification Condition on Covid-19 Vaccination Intention.  

Note. Both standardized coefficients, standard errors and p-values (in parentheses) are shown. 
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 Table 1 showed the results on tweet reactions across conditions. Across all three 

conditions, misinformation tweets received the highest number of impressions and engagements 

whereas correction tweets received the highest number of likes and retweets. Tweets from the 

control condition received the highest number of replies and were the second most popular in 

terms of impressions and engagements.  

Condition Impression Engagements Likes Retweets Replies 

Correction 12475 845 284 29 4 

Misinformation 20689 1468 121 1 51 

Control  16078 1102 79 1 54 

Chi-square test 
X2 (2) = 2065 

P < .001 

X2 (2) = 172 

P < .001 

X2 (2) = 145 

P < .001 

X2 (2) = 50.6 

P < .001 

X2 (2) = 43.3 

P < .001 

Table 1. Tweet Reactions Across All Conditions.  

Discussion 

 This study is the first field experiment so far to explore the effects of both misinformation 

and correcting misinformation on social media platform. This research has critical implications 

for misinformation study and practice in both academia and industry. The study has consistently 

found that correcting misinformation tweet with a falsification label and credible information has 

effectively increased positive attitude towards flu and Covid-19 vaccination, which in turn 

increased flu and Covid-19 vaccination intention. This important finding showed the importance 

of correcting misinformation on real social media platforms especially for the current Covid-19 

pandemic.  

 The study has found that falsification as a correcting method has successfully generated 

more positive attitude towards both flu and Covid-19 vaccination. This result aligns with other 

research finding that correction messages are effective in increasing attitude towards HPV (Chen 
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et al., 2020) and MMR (Pluviano et al., 2019) vaccination in comparison with misinformation 

messages. The study offers a promising strategy to combat misinformation on real time social 

media platforms especially during the current pandemic.  

 The moderation effect of conspiracy beliefs on attitude is significant on both flu and 

Covid-19 vaccinations. In comparison to misinformation condition, falsification condition 

increased attitude towards flu vaccination among participants with high and medium levels of 

conspiracy beliefs but not among participants with low levels. On the other hand, falsification 

condition increased attitude towards Covid-19 vaccination only among participants with high 

levels of conspiracy beliefs in comparison to misinformation condition. The average conspiracy 

level for the sample was low (M = 2.38, SD = 1.19) on a scale from 1 to 7. It is unclear whether 

the effects of falsification labels would be effective in representative samples where conspiracy 

beliefs could be higher. Future research should explore whether correcting misinformation is still 

effective towards population susceptible to misinformation views. Besides, in comparison to the 

control condition, the correction condition didn’t discover backfire effects as correction did not 

lower attitude based on conspiracy levels. Future research should continue investigating whether 

backfire effects exist among other important outcomes.  

 Results on perceived vaccine effectiveness is inconsistent between flu and Covid-19 

vaccines. The findings showed that in comparison to misinformation condition, falsification 

condition increased perceived flu vaccine effectiveness but not Covid-19 vaccine. One 

possibility is that public health and social media platforms have collaborated together to combat 

Covid-related misinformation actively (World Health Organization, 2020b). Their current active 

efforts might have already influenced participants’ perceptions on vaccine effectiveness. Given 
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that our sample is active Twitter users, it is likely they have been well-educated about Covid-19 

vaccines.  

 Results on vaccine safety concerns for both flu and Covid-19 are insignificant in that 

falsification condition did not decrease concerns compared to misinformation condition. There 

are two possible reasons to explain the results on flu vaccine: (1) flu vaccine is not mandatory so 

there is an option for people who don’t want to get it, reducing some claims about its side 

effects; (2) people are more concerned about the effectiveness and convenience of getting flu 

vaccines than its dangers (Burns et al., 2005). One possible explanation for the results on Covid-

19 vaccine is that the public might have received ample education in terms of the safety of 

Covid-19 vaccine when it was created and approved, thus participants were less worried about 

safety issues (Hutchinson, 2021; Twitter Safety, 2021).  

The most critical finding of this research is that compared to misinformation condition, 

falsification condition significantly increased vaccination intention for both flu and Covid-19 

through attitude towards vaccination. Moreover, falsification condition increased flu vaccination 

intention also through increasing perceived vaccine effectiveness. Attitude and effectiveness 

have always been important predictors of vaccination intention and they are providing guidance 

on what aspects of misinformation correction researchers should study (Baskin, 2018). These 

results provide promising evidence for misinformation correction especially during the current 

Covid-19 pandemic and further emphasize the necessity of misinformation corrections on social 

media platforms (Vraga & Bode, 2021). 

Moreover, this study provided important behavioral data on how audiences reacted to 

each account. The tweet reaction data showed that misinformation received the most attention 

from impressions, engagements, and replies on Twitter. These results provided some evidence on 
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misinformation’s popularity as other scholars have suspected (Vosoughi et al., 2018). However, 

correction tweets also received attention from the number of likes and retweets, which was the 

opposite of experimental data that showed the intention to share corrections was low (Ozturk et 

al., 2015). It is yet too early to draw conclusions from these behavioral data and future research 

need to investigate the extent to which misinformation and correction are shared online.  

 However, this study did not find misinformation’s influence on attitude, perceived 

vaccine effectiveness, and vaccine safety concerns, in comparison to no-misinformation control 

condition. Past research has found that misinformation not only decreased attitude towards 

vaccination and perceived vaccine effectiveness (Chen et al., 2020) but also increased perceived 

vaccine risks and safety concerns (Calo et al., 2021). These studies are mostly one-time exposure 

online experiment and outcome questions were asked immediately after the message exposure. It 

is unclear whether misinformation will be more negative in comparison to non-misinformation 

exposure on real social media platforms. There are several factors that could influence 

misinformation’s effects: (1) this field experiment was a 5-day exposure on social media, 

participants could have looked up for online information during any of those days, which could 

have corrected their negativity towards vaccines before the survey questions; (2) misinformation 

posts were short and fast browsing on social media might influence the impression of 

misinformation posts among participants; (3) the sample included 50% of university students 

who might have received education and vaccine promotion programs from schools and they 

might have already been vaccinated in order to access on-campus facilities, therefore, students 

might already have had positive views towards vaccines.  

 It is important to note that this study found significant Intent-to-Treat effects but did not 

find similar Complier Average Causal Effects. There are two possible explanations. First, it is 
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possible that the manipulation check questions didn’t accurately capture participants’ 

engagement levels as they were randomly selected from each day. Participants could be exposed 

to other messages that were not checked. Therefore, excluding the 29 participants might have 

reduced the actual effects of message exposure. Second, the CACE has a lower power than the 

ITT sample. Post-hoc power analyses showed that the effect size of the experimental stimuli was 

small (i.e., Cohens’ f = 0.09 for attitude towards flu vaccination) and given the CACE sample 

size (N = 365), the achieved power was 0.66. To achieve 0.95 power with the current effect size, 

a sample of 791 would be needed. On the other hand, the ITT effects achieved a power of 0.72, 

higher than CACE. Since this was the first field experiment to explore correction effects, it 

provided important information of power analyses for future studies.  

 This study is not without limitations, there are a couple of factors the study can improve. 

First, the demographics of the sample was not diverse. The sample had half students and were 

mostly liberal young adults, which might have influenced the results on misinformation effects 

as people who are young and politically more liberal tend to believe less in conspiracy theories 

about vaccines (Ruiz & Bell, 2021). Future research should consider using more representative 

sample to increase the generalizability of field experiments. Second, it is unclear to what extent 

participants in each condition were exposed to all experimental stimuli. Participants with high 

and low levels of engagements during those 5 experiment days might result in different 

outcomes. Future research should add in daily attention check questions to access the 

engagement and exposure level.  

 This study has proved the effectiveness of falsifying vaccine misinformation on Twitter 

through a 5-day field experiment. Results showed that in comparison to misinformation 

condition, adding a falsification label and a factual source to explain why misinformation is 
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wrong has effectively increased individuals’ flu and Covid-19 vaccination intentions through 

increasing attitude towards vaccination. This promising finding provides practical approach and 

evidence on how to combat the current pandemic misinformation on social media and promote 

vaccination. This study also shows how important it is for social media companies to take actions 

on misinformation correction for the health of all human race. Future research should apply 

different correction methods on social media and test out the most effective way to combat the 

misinfodemic.  
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CHAPTER 7 

DICUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Summary and Discussion 

The coronavirus pandemic has triggered a series of misinformation control actions both 

in public health and on social media platforms. Misinformation control experts have been calling 

for a large-scale misinformation correction movement on social media as they found that 

correction can reduce the harms of misperceptions and promote behaviors beneficial to the whole 

society (Vraga & Bode, 2021). Moreover, both Twitter and Facebook have been collaborating 

with the CDC to mitigate the negative influences brought by Covid-19 misinformation 

(Hutchinson, 2021; Sandle, 2021). With Covid-19 vaccine rolling out in the public and flu 

vaccination being promoted to help hospitalizations and deaths, studies have not systematically 

explored what effects correcting vaccine misinformation could have? What mechanisms would 

corrections influence vaccination intentions? And most importantly, will correcting vaccine 

misinformation even work on real social media platforms?  

The current dissertation has contributions to all of the above urgent questions that public 

health experts are eager to know. It offers a thorough discussion of the important mechanism 

through which corrections can positively influence vaccination intention. It provides evidence on 

what methods are the most effective. Most importantly, it shows how correction can practically 

influence important vaccination factors through a social media field experiment. This dissertation 

has value in both theoretical development and practical interventions.  
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 First, correcting vaccine misinformation online can have positive influence on attitude 

towards vaccination, reduce vaccine safety concerns, and increase perceived vaccine 

effectiveness, in comparison to vaccine misinformation messages. In all three studies across 

different vaccine types and correction methods, correcting vaccine misinformation increased 

attitude towards vaccination. This indicates the necessity of correcting vaccine misinformation 

on social media especially during the current pandemic because it is consistently effective to 

promote positive vaccination sentiments. Chapter 3 shows that using two-sided refutational 

messages reduced perceived safety concerns of MMR vaccine in comparison to their 

corresponding misinformation messages (p < .001). In Chapter 4, the second study showed that 

falsification labels could also decrease perceived vaccine dangers (p < .01). These two studies 

showed that corrections could contribute to restoring the confidence of vaccine safety among the 

public. Lastly, Chapter 5 shows that correcting vaccine misinformaiton on Twitter can also 

increase perceived flu vaccine effectiveness (p < .01). This finding is worth exploring in future 

studies and provides a promising strategy to boost vaccination rates as it is one of the most 

influential predictors of vaccine uptake (Burns et al., 2005).  

 Besides, this dissertation has not found backfire effects that individuals with higher levels 

of vaccine conspiracy beliefs would be motivated to defend their negative vaccine attitude 

(Hornsey et al., 2018). On the contrary, all three studies have shown that correcting vaccine 

misinformation consistently increased attitude towards vaccination among high levels of vaccine 

conspiracists. In Chapter 3, refutational messages increased attitude towards MMR vaccination 

equally across different levels of vaccine conspiracy believers. In Chapter 4, falsification labels 

were effective in increasing attitude towards vaccines among both high (p = .002) and medium (p 

= .03) levels of conspiracy believers, with stronger correction effects for the high conspiracy 
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believers (B = 0.93 vs. B = 0.32). In fact, the field experiment in Chapter 5 has shown that 

correction effects on attitude is only significantly among high levels of conspiracists (p = .014). 

The consistent results have shown that vaccine misinformation correction is more necessary and 

effective among vulnerable populations that are affected by conspiracy beliefs as they tend to 

have lower vaccination rates (Ruiz & Bell, 2021).  

 Third, this dissertation has revealed two important mechanisms: (1) correction’s 

influence on vaccination intention, and (2) falsification’s influence on attitude towards 

vaccination. Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 show that all correction messages increased vaccination 

intentions through increasing positive attitudes towards vaccinations. In Chapter 3, refuting 

conspiracy and refuting uncertainty messages increased MMR vaccination intentions through 

increasing more positive attitude towards vaccination with an indirect effect of 0.11 (95% CI: 

0.073, 0.147) and 0.04 (95% CI: 0.01, 0.07) respectively. In Chapter 5, falsifying misinformation 

tweets with explanations from credible sources increased flu and Covid-19 vaccination intentions 

also through more positive attitudes with an indirect effect of 0.10 (95% CI: 0.004, 0.74) and 

0.09 (95% CI: 0.03, 0.15) respectively. Moreover, falsifying misinformation tweets also showed 

positive influence on flu vaccination intentions through increasing perceived vaccine 

effectiveness with an indirect effect of 0.06 (95% CI: 0.002, 0.71). These findings imply the 

positive influence of correcting misinformation messages on actual vaccination uptakes as 

vaccination intention is the most influential predictor of vaccination actions (Hendrix et al., 

2014).  

 Another important mechanism is how falsification labels influence attitude towards 

vaccination and perceived vaccine harms through perceived source expertise. In Chapter 4, the 

study found that sources from medical institutions and research universities resulted in more 
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positive attitude towards vaccination because of higher perceived source expertise compared to 

algorithm, news media, and factchecking organizations. This finding points out that correction 

messages should leverage sources with higher perceived expertise to achieve the best correction 

results and it also implies the importance of sources in all message corrections.  

 This dissertation also provides important implications for the communication field. 

Despite different disciplines, communication as a field studies the meaning of messages, how to 

leverage these meanings to achieve certain purposes among different audiences, and how to 

maximize the message effects through various channels. This dissertation studied the message 

effects of both misinformation and its corrections among different audiences. Misinformation 

senders create messages in ways that can maximize their influence either economically or 

politically. This implies the importance of considering sender intention in communication studies 

as it provides important understanding on why and whom senders are trying to influence. 

Therefore, interventions can target audiences who are more vulnerable. On the message receiver 

level, the results showed that correction was more effective among certain audiences than others, 

thus, it is important to consider audience characteristics to maximize communication goals. In 

terms of communication channels, social media is the focus of misinformation studies as 

misinformation spreads fast and at a large scale on these platforms, which implies the importance 

of targeting the appropriate channel. Different channels entail various challenges and 

opportunities; therefore, communication should leverage their differences to achieve specific 

goals.  Misinformation is just one facet of the communication field; however, it takes the whole 

field to tackle all of its challenges.  
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Limitations and Future Research 

 This dissertation has several limitations. First, this dissertation only considers three forms 

of corrections. Chapter 3 explored the correction effects from two-sided refutational messages. 

Chapter 4 investigated falsification labels and Chapter 5 created a correction method based on 

the advantages of the previous two studies. However, there are other types of corrections that 

were not tested in this study. For example, warning labels that inoculate audience from even 

engaging with misinformation messages, alternative explanation messages that replace the 

misinformation claim with a pro-vaccine claim, or narrative corrections that tell successful 

vaccine stories (Lewandowsky et al., 2012). It is important that future research test other 

promising correction approaches and explore the most effective ones for other health 

misinformation types.  

 Second, the three studies in the dissertation did not measure the longitudinal effects of 

corrections over time. All three studies had only one post experiment measure on the effects of 

correction and it is unclear how long correction effects will persist. Vaccine misinformation 

correction studies have always been measuring one-time outcome right after the exposure (Vraga 

& Bode, 2020) but health behaviors are long-term as vaccination is a repetitive behavior for 

communicable diseases such as flu. If public health wants to increase the overall well-being of 

all humans through effective vaccination, it is critical for future research to explore the long-term 

effects of vaccine misinformation correction on important vaccination predictors.  

 Lastly, this dissertation has limited generalizability. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 studies 

utilized convenient online samples. Online samples from MTurk and Dynata might have more 

digital literacy than the general population, so their responses to corrections could be more 

effective than people with less digital literacy. Chapter 5 used both student and Prolific online 
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panels, who are more liberal and educated. These people might have already been informed 

about the benefits of vaccination through other channels, thus, the effects of correction were 

stronger than people who could be less informed due to lack of education and online access. 

Future research should test correction effects on more representative samples or even target the 

most vulnerable populations susceptible to vaccine misinformation.  

Conclusion 

 This dissertation makes several important contributions to the study of vaccine 

misinformation correction. First, the dissertation explored how corrections can influence 

vaccination intention—the most effective predictor of vaccination uptake, through attitude 

towards vaccination, vaccine safety concerns, and perceived vaccine effectiveness. Consistently, 

vaccination intentions are increased through more positive attitude generated by correction 

messages. Second, the study has found the most effective sources in falsifying misinformation 

via perceived source expertise. Both medical institutions and research universities can be used to 

maximize the correction effects on attitude towards vaccination and perceived harms of vaccines. 

Last but not the least, the last study in Chapter 5 proved the correction effects on important 

vaccination outcomes through a field experiment. It provides evidence of why social media 

should correction misinformation and how these platforms can achieve the best effectiveness. In 

order to improve the current pandemic, public health institutions should actively participate in 

the design and implementation of vaccine misinformation corrections with social media 

platforms.  
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APPENDIX 

APPENDIX A. Demographic Characteristics of Participants by Attention Check Criteria.   

 

Variables Total 
(n = 609) 

n (%) 

Failed Attention Check  
(n = 106) 

n (%) 

Test statistic P-value 

Age, M (SD) 36.38 (12)  32.75 (12.43) 2.32c .215 

Gender  
 

  
Male 318 (52.2) 60 (56.6) 0.68b .774 
Female 291 (47.8) 45 (43.3)   
Other 1 (0) 1 (0.1)   

Education  
 

4.26b .372 
High school or less 50 (8.2) 7 (6.6)   
Some college 177 (29.1) 28 (26.4)   
Bachelor's degree 264 (43.3) 49 (46.2)   
Post-Bachelor’s degree 119 (19.4) 22 (13.9)   

Race  
 

6.42b .463 
White 402 (66) 61 (57.5)   
Latino 55 (9) 17 (16)   
Black 48 (7.9) 11 (10.4)   
Asian 95 (15.6) 16 (15.1)   
Other 9 (1.5) 1 (0.1)   

     
Note: a Conspiracy beliefs was measured on a 7-point scale. 

b Test statistic is χ2 statistic comparing percentages between the two samples. 
c Test statistic is T statistic comparing differences between two means. 
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APPENDIX B. Demographic Characteristics of Participants across Conditions 

 

 

 

Variables Total 

(n = 609)  

Conspiracy  

(n = 124)  

Uncertainty  

(n = 120)  

Refuting-

conspiracy 

(n = 116) 

 

Refuting-

uncertainty 

(n = 129)  

Control 

(n = 120) 

 

Test 

statistic 

P-

value 

Age, M (SD) 36.38 (12)  36.5 (11.8)  35.3 (11)  35 (11.1)  36.5 (12)  35.5 

(13.2)  

0.91
c
 .690 

Gender 

   

 

 

 

  

Male 318 60 57 59 73 69  .33
d
 .755 

Female 291 64 63 57 56 51 

  

Education 

   

 

 

 12.01
d
 .836 

High school or less 50 15 7 7 11 9 

  

Some college 177 34 42 28 38 35 

  

Bachelor’s degree 264 47 55 53 53 56 

  

Post-Bachelor’s degree 119 28 16 28 27 20 

  

Race 

   

 

 

 9.68
d
 .937 

White 402 77 73 76 96 80 

  

Latino 55 13 13 7 8 14 

  

Black 48 10 13  10 8 7 

  

Asian 95 21 19 22  14 19 

  

Other 9 3 2 1 3 0 

  

         

   Note
   a

 Test statistic is F statistic based on a one-factor ANOVA model using the 6 conditions.  

          b
 Test statistic is χ

2
 statistic comparing proportions across the 5 conditions.
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APPENDIX C. Means and Standard Deviations of Measured Outcomes across Conditions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variables Total 
(n = 609)  

Conspiracy  
(n = 124)  

Uncertainty  
(n = 120)  

Refuting-
conspiracy 
(n = 116) 

 

Refuting-
uncertainty 
(n = 129)  

control 
(n = 120) 

 

Test 
statistic 

P-
value 

Attitude towards 
vaccination 

4.13 
(SD = 1.05)  

3.88 
(SD = 1.12) 

3.94 
(SD = 1.14) 

4.35 
(SD = .91) 

4.26 
(SD = .95) 

4.21 
(SD = 1.06) 

8.06a < .001 

Vaccine safety 
concerns 

2.76 
(SD = 1.35) 

3.08 
(SD = 1.29) 

2.79 
(SD = 1.34) 

2.73 
(SD = 1.36) 

2.54 
(SD = 1.31) 

2.67 
(SD = 1.41) 

3.43a .009 

Perceived vaccine 
effectiveness 

4.19 
(SD = .94) 

4.07 
(SD = .86) 

4.09 
(SD = 1.01) 

4.21 
(SD = .92) 

4.34 
(SD = .88) 

4.25 
(SD = 1.02) 

2.30a .057 

Vaccination intention 4.12 
(SD = 1.13) 

3.97 
(SD = 1.14) 

3.94 
(SD = 1.20) 

4.23 
(SD = 1.05) 

4.29 
(SD = 1.02) 

4.18 
(SD = 1.23) 

2.97a .019 

Conspiracy beliefs 2.59 
(SD = 1.25) 

2.67 
(SD = 1.22) 

2.51 
(SD = 1.27) 

2.76 
(SD = 1.31) 

2.46 
(SD = 1.16) 

2.56 
(SD = 1.29) 

.98b .418 

Trust towards scientists 3.94 
(SD = .82) 

3.97 
(SD = .73) 

3.91 
(SD = .92) 

3.98 
(SD = .82) 

3.88 
(SD = .78) 

3.94 
(SD = .83) 

.25b .909 

         

Note   a Test statistic is F statistic based on a one-factor ANCOVA model with two covariates: conspiracy beliefs and trust towards 
scientists across  

             the 5 conditions.  
        b Test statistic is F statistic based on a one-factor ANOVA model across the 5 conditions. 
        c Means and standard deviations are unadjusted.  
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APPENDIX D. Bivariate Correlations of Measured Outcomes, Moderators, and Controlled Variables.  
Bivariate Correlations (N = 609) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Attitude towards vaccination  1      
2. Vaccine safety concerns -.55*** 1                             
3. Perceived vaccine effectiveness .82*** -.43*** 1    
4. Vaccination intention .84*** -.46*** .81*** 1   
5. Conspiracy beliefs -.58*** .69*** -.54*** -.52*** 1  
6. Trust towards scientists .61*** -.45*** .56*** .50*** -.57*** 1 

Note. *P < 0.5, **P <.01, ***P <.001 (2-tailed).  
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APPENDIX E. Point Estimates and Standard Errors (SE) of Structural Equation Models. 
 

 Effect on 
attitude (SE) 

Effect on safety 
concerns (SE) 

Effect on 
effectiveness 

(SE) 

Effect on 
intention (SE) 

Indirect effect on 
intention through 

attitude 
(SE) 

Refuting-
conspiracy vs. 

Conspiracy 

0.16 (0.03)*** -0.17 (0.02)*** -0.04 (0.05) 0.14 (0.03) 0.11 (0.04) *** 
95% CI:  

[0.07, 0.15] 
Attitude    0.63 (0.14)***  

Safety concerns    -0.06 (0.08)  
Effectiveness    0.7 (0.2)***  

      
Refuting-

uncertainty vs. 
Uncertainty 

0.10 (0.02)* -0.11 (0.01)* 0.12 (0.13) 0.27 (0.05)** 0.04 (0.03) * 
95% CI:  

[0.01, 0.07] 
Attitude    0.5 (0.02)***  

Safety concerns    -0.01 (0.03)  
Effectiveness    0.62 (0.02) ***  

 
Note: * p < 0.5, ** p < .01, ***p < .001. CI: Confidence Interval. 
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APPENDIX F. Unstandardized and Standardized Coefficients for CFA Model  
Observed variable Latent construct β B SE 

Refuting conspiracy vs. Conspiracy model 

Attitude towards MMR 
vaccination 

Attitude 1 0.46 0.93 0.03 
Attitude 2 0.47 0.94 0.03 
Attitude 3 0.46 0.95 0.03 
Attitude 4 0.44 0.94 0.03 

Vaccine safety concerns 
Safety 1 0.87 0.93 0.05 
Safety 2 0.94 0.97 0.05 
Safety 3 0.91 0.92 0.05 

Perceived vaccine 
effectiveness 

Effectiveness 1 0.48 0.88 0.03 
Effectiveness 2 0.51 0.93 0.03 
Effectiveness 3 0.49 0.91 0.03 

MMR vaccination 
intention 

Intention 1 1.15 0.95 0.06 
Intention 2 1.10 0.93 0.06 
Intention 3 1.15 0.97 0.06 

Refuting uncertainty vs. Uncertainty model 

Attitude towards MMR 
vaccination 

Attitude 1 0.47 0.94 0.03 
Attitude 2 0.47 0.93 0.03 
Attitude 3 0.47 0.93 0.03 
Attitude 4 0.43 0.92 0.03 

Vaccine safety concerns 
Safety 1 0.83 0.90 0.05 
Safety 2 0.90 0.93 0.05 
Safety 3 0.93 0.94 0.05 

Perceived vaccine 
effectiveness 

Effectiveness 1 0.48 0.94 0.03 
Effectiveness 2 0.50 0.91 0.03 
Effectiveness 3 0.44 0.96 0.03 

MMR vaccination 
intention 

Intention 1 1.17 0.97 0.06 
Intention 2 1.18 0.95 0.06 
Intention 3 1.11 0.92 0.06 
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APPENDIX G. Alternative Model Test Results  

In order to test whether the mediators in structural equation models were robust. Alternative models were tested by reversing the 
regressions between mediators and the dependent variable. Comparing with models reported in CHAPTER 3, alternative models 
showed unacceptable model fit statistics (CFI <.95, RMSEA >.10 & SRMR > .08). Thus, the original models were adopted.  

  

Refuting-
conspiracy

vs. Conspiracy 

GOODNESS OF FIT

CFI = 0.81
RMSEA = 0.3 
SRMR =  0.12
X2 (189) = 621.5, p < 0.001

Attitude 
toward MMR 
vaccination

MMR 
vaccination 

intention

Vaccine 
safety 

concerns

Perceived 
vaccine 

effectiveness
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Refuting-
uncertainty

vs. Uncertainty 

GOODNESS OF FIT

CFI = 0.77
RMSEA = 0.36 
SRMR =  0.17
X2 (189) = 723.2, p < 0.001

Attitude 
toward MMR 
vaccination

MMR 
vaccination 

intention

Vaccine 
safety 

concerns

Perceived 
vaccine 

effectiveness
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APPENDIX H. Screening Questions 

Below are the pre-test questions used for screening to measure vaccine skepticism. In addition to the vaccine skepticism item, two 
other items were included to mask the main purpose of the project from participants. The question reads as follows: 

 

Now we are going to ask you several questions about events, topics, and people in the news. Not everyone is expected to know these 
answers. Please try to answer to the best of your ability. If you do not know the answer, please feel free to select "unsure". 

 Definitely true Probably true Probably false Definitely false Unsure 

The health risks of vaccines outweigh the 
benefits. 

     

Genetically modified (GMO) foods 
increase cancer risks. 

     

Climate change is a hoax made by the 
government for profits. 
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APPENDIX I. Demographic Characteristics of Participants by Attention Check Criteria.   
Variables Passed Attention 

Check 1 
(n = 1068) 

n (%) 

Failed Attention 
Check 1 
(n = 613) 

n (%) 

Test 
statistic 

P-
value 

Passed Attention 
Check 2 
(n = 662) 

n (%) 

Failed Attention 
Check 2 
(n = 406) 

n (%) 

Test 
statistic 

P-
value 

Age, M (SD) 41.39 (13.28) 38.04 (13.04) 5.025c .001 41.80 (13.50) 40.90 (13.20) 1.09c .275 

Gender 
  

  
 

 
  

Male 519 (48.6) 287 (46.8) 0.77b .679 319 (48.2) 199 (49.0) .20b .905 
Female 547(51.2) 324 (52.9)   342 (51.7) 206 (50.7) 

  

Other 2 (.2) 2 (.3)   1 (.1) 1 (.3) 
  

Education 
  

19.83b .001 
 

 6.23 b .101 
High school or 
less 

480 (44.9) 325 (53.0)   298 (45.0) 181 (44.6) 
  

Some college 218 (20.4) 138 (22.5)   136 (20.5) 82 (20.2) 
  

Bachelor's 
degree 

219 (20.5) 95 (15.5)   146 (22.1) 73 (18.0) 
  

Post-Bachelor’s 
degree 

151 (14.2) 55 (9.0)   82 (12.4) 70 (17.2) 
  

Race 
  

11.80b .019 
 

 2.56b .634 
White 698 (65.3) 354 (57.7)   432 (65.3) 265 (65.3) 

  

Latino 147 (13.8) 113 (18.4)   91 (13.7) 57 (14.0) 
  

Black 128 (12.0) 91 (14.9)   76 (11.5) 52 (12.8) 
  

Asian 66 (6.2) 36 (5.9)   47 (7.1) 20 (4.9) 
  

Other 29 (2.7) 19 (3.1)   16 (2.4) 12 (3.0) 
  

Conspiracy beliefsa, 
M (SD) 

3.90 (1.50) 4.27 (1.24) 5.47c .001 3.80 (1.46) 4.05 (1.55) 2.63c .009 

Note: a Conspiracy ideation was measured on a 7-point scale. 
b Test statistic is χ2 statistic comparing percentages between the two samples. 
c Test statistic is T statistic comparing differences between two means. 
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APPENDIX J. Experiment Stimuli 

Vaccine Misinformation Claims 

Vaccine type Claim 

Flu According to the US Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) there were 93,000 adverse 
reactions to last year’s Flu shot including 1,080 deaths & 8,888 hospitalizations. 

HPV The Gardasil Vaccine: Bad Medicine? – Parents should do their research earlier before submitting their 
younger daughters for the test. Another HPV vaccine victim: 17-year-old dance left paralyzed after getting the 
jab. 

MMR The National Vaccine Compensation Court has awarded parents damages over vaccines leading to “autism” 
and the CDC found African American boys were more likely to be diagnosed with autism if they received 
MMR vaccine.  

TDap It only takes 1 Vaccine to cause changes in an infants brain. The TDap vaccine while you are pregnant is 
enough to cause neurological damage and the vaccine is high in aluminum salts and can lead to miscarriage.  

Zika A Zika vaccine is currently developing in labs and its safety is alarming as it causes birth defects to babies if 
vaccinated to pregnant women. The vaccine already had trials in Brazil and resulted in seizures among 
newborns. 
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APPENDIX K. Demographic Characteristics of Participants across Conditions 

Variables Full sample 

(n = 1198) 

n (%) 

Misinformation 
control 

(n = 130) 

n (%) 

Algorithms 
(n = 90) 

n (%) 

Health 
institutions 

(n = 239) 

n (%) 

News 
media 

(n = 241) 

n (%) 

Research 
universities 

(n = 257) 

n (%) 

Fact-checking 
organizations 

(n = 241) 

n (%) 

Test 
statistic 

P-
value 

Age, M (SD) 41.13 (13.42) 38.97 (14.42) 39.82 
(14.19) 

41.73 
(12.94) 

41.61 
(13.46) 

41.42 
(13.19) 

41.39 (13.25) 1.05c .390 
Gender 

   
 

 
 

   

Male 587 (49) 68 (52.3) 46 (51.1) 112 (46.9) 112 (46.5) 128 (49.8) 121 (50.2) .26d .935 
Female 609 (50.2) 62 (47.7) 44 (48.9) 126 (52.7) 128 (53.1) 129 (50.2) 120 (49.8) 

  

Other 2 (.8) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (.4) 1 (.4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
  

Education 
   

 
 

 
 

8.02d .923 
High school or less 537 (44.8) 57 (43.8) 43 (47.8) 109 (45.7) 106 (44.0) 114 (44.3) 108 (44.8) 

  

Some college 245 (20.5) 27 (20.8) 21 (23.3) 50 (20.9) 53 (22.0) 46 (17.9) 48 (19.9) 
  

Bachelor’s degree 251 (21.0) 32 (24.6) 15 (16.7) 45 (18.8) 53 (22.0) 53 (20.6) 53 (22.0) 
  

Post-Bachelor’s degree 165 (13.8) 14 (10.8) 11 (12.2) 35 (14.6) 29 (12.0) 47 (17.1) 32 (13.3) 
  

Race 
   

 
 

 
 

15.68d .737 
White 775 (64.7) 77 (59.2) 54 (60.0) 158 (66.1) 156 (64.7) 174 (67.7) 156 (64.7) 

  

Latino 168 (14.0) 21 (16.2) 15 (16.7) 26 (10.9) 35 (14.5) 36 (14.0) 35 (14.5) 
  

Black 148 (12.4) 20 (15.4) 10 (11.1) 25 (10.5) 33 (13.7) 29 (11.3) 31 (12.9) 
  

Asian 73 (6.1) 7 (5.4) 7 (7.8) 22 (9.2) 10 (4.1) 14 (5.4) 13 (5.4) 
  

Other 34 (2.8) 5 (3.8) 5 (5.6) 8 (3.4) 7 (2.5) 4 (2.9) 6 (2.5) 
  

Conspiracy beliefsa, 
M(SD) 

3.91 (1.49) 4.02 (1.39) 3.70 (1.62) 3.89 (1.48) 4.01 
(1.48) 

3.94 (1.55) 3.84 (1.45) .87d .503 
Political ideology b, M(SD) 6.68 (2.49) 6.59 (2.34) 6.58 (2.29)  6.49 (2.46) 6.63 

(2.71)  
6.93 (2.56) 6.76 (2.38) .03b .970 

 

 

 

           Note: a Conspiracy beliefs was measured on a 7-point scale, with higher score indicating a higher level of conspiracy ideation. 
       b Political ideology was measured on a 11-point scale. 
          c Test statistic is F statistic based on a one-factor ANOVA model using the 6 conditions.   
       d Test statistic is χ2 statistic comparing percentages in the 6 conditions. 
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APPENDIX L. Means and Standard Deviations of Measured Outcomes across Conditions 

Variables 

Full sample 

(n = 1198) 
 

Misinformati
on control 

(n = 130) 
Algorithms 

(n = 90) 

Health 
institutions 

(n = 239) 

News media 

(n = 241) 

Research 
universities 

(n = 257) 

 

Fact-
checking 

organizations 

(n = 241) 
Test 

statistic 
P-

value 

Attitude towards 
vaccination 

4.88 

(SD = 1.05)  

4.59 

(SD = 1.12) 

4.92 

(SD = 1.14) 

4.91 

(SD = .91) 

5.00 

(SD = .95) 

5.08 

(SD = 1.06) 

4.87 

(SD = 1.06) 
2.48a  .008 

Perceived 
vaccine dangers 

3.88 

(SD = 1.35) 

4.28 

(SD = 1.29) 

3.71 

(SD = 1.34) 

3.76 

(SD = 1.36) 

3.9 

(SD = 1.31) 

3.84 

(SD = 1.41) 

3.71 

(SD = 1.41) 
2.76a .007 

Source 
trustworthiness 

4.19 

(SD = .94) 
- 

4.09 

(SD = 1.01) 

4.21 

(SD = .92) 

4.34 

(SD = .88) 

4.25 

(SD = 1.02) 

4.25 

(SD = 1.02) 
.39a .819 

Source expertise 
4.42 

(SD = 1.13) 
- 

3.97 

(SD = 1.20) 

4.82 

(SD = 1.05) 

3.88 

(SD = 1.02) 

4.79 

(SD = 1.23) 

4.04 

(SD = 1.23) 
14.36a .001 

Conspiracy 
beliefs 

2.59 

(SD = 1.25) 

2.67 

(SD = 1.22) 

2.51 

(SD = 1.27) 

2.76 

(SD = 1.31) 

2.46 

(SD = 1.16) 

2.56 

(SD = 1.29) 

2.56 

(SD = 1.29) 
.98b .418 

          

Note   a Test statistic is F statistic based on a one-factor ANCOVA model with covariate conspiracy beliefs across the 5 conditions.  
        b Test statistic is F statistic based on a one-factor ANOVA model across the 5 conditions. 
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APPENDIX M. Bivariate Correlations of Measured Outcomes and Moderators and Pre-Post Vaccine Attitudes Difference 
 
Bivariate Correlations 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Pre-vaccine attitudes (N = 1198) 1       
2. Post-vaccine attitudes (N = 1198) .58*** 1                              
3. Conspiracy ideation (N = 1198) -.41*** -.29*** 1     
4. Education (N = 1198) .06* .08** .04 1    
5. Race (N = 1198) .08** .06* -.06 -.04 1   
6. Source expertise (N = 662) .21*** .31*** -.02 .08* 0.06 1  
7. Source trustworthiness (N = 662) -.17*** .09* .49*** .09* -.08* .05 1 

Note. *P < 0.5, **P <.01, ***P <.001 (2-tailed).  
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APPENDIX N. Point Estimates and Standard Errors (SE) of Structural Equation Models of the Effects of Source 
Comparisons on Post-attitude.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Effect of label on 
source expertise 
(SE) 

Effect of source 
expertise on post-
attitude (SE) 

Effect of source 
expertise on 
perceived vaccine 
dangers (SE) 

Indirect effect on 
post-attitude 
(SE) 

Indirect effect on 
perceived vaccine 
dangers (SE) 

Research universities vs. 
Algorithms 0.53 (0.18) ** 0.36 (0.06) *** -0.14 (0.7)* 0.19 (0.14)* -0.06 (0.08) 
News media 0.68 (0.12) *** 0.36 (0.06) *** -0.14 (0.7)* 0.24 (0.11)** -0.03 (0.05) 
Fact-checking    
organizations 

0.49 (0.11) *** 0.36 (0.06) *** -0.14 (0.7)* 0.18 (0.09)* -0.02 (0.09) 

Health institutions vs. 
Algorithms 0.56 (0.18) ** 0.35 (0.05) *** -0.16 (0.7)* 0.20 (0.14)* -0.05 (0.07) 
News media 0.70 (0.11) *** 0.35 (0.05) *** 0.16 (0.7)* 0.25 (0.11)** -0.11 (0.11)* 
Fact-checking  
organizations 

0.52 (0.12) *** 0.35 (0.05) *** 0.16 (0.7)* 0.18 (0.09)* -0.08 (0.08) 

Note. * P < 0.5, ** P < .01, ***P < .001. 
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APPENDIX O. Unstandardized and Standardized Coefficients for CFA Model  
Observed variable Latent construct β B SE 

Research Universities vs. 3 Other Sources 

Attitude towards 
vaccination 

Attitude 1 0.48 0.97 0.02 
Attitude 2 0.44 0.92 0.02 

Attitude 3 0.46 0.95 0.03 

Attitude 4 0.44 0.94 0.02 

Perceived vaccine 

dangers 

Observed variable - - - 

Perceived source 

expertise 

Expertise 1 0.48 0.94 0.03 

Expertise 2 0.50 0.91 0.03 

Expertise 3 0.44 0.96 0.03 

Expertise 4 0.48 0.95 0.03 

Medical Institutions vs. 3 Other Sources 
Attitude towards MMR 

vaccination 

Attitude 1 0.47 0.94 0.02 

Attitude 2 0.48 0.95 0.02 

Attitude 3 0.48 0.95 0.02 

Attitude 4 0.43 0.92 0.02 

Perceived vaccine 
dangers 

Observed variable - - - 

Perceived source 

expertise 

Expertise 1 0.51 0.97 0.03 

Expertise 2 0.50 0.91 0.03 

Expertise 3 0.48 0.96 0.03 

Expertise 4 0.46 0.95 0.03 
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APPENDIX P. Alternative Model Test Results  

In order to test whether the mediator: source expertise in structural equation models was robust. Alternative models were tested by 
reversing the regression between the mediator and the two dependent variables. Comparing with models reported in CHAPTER 4, 
model fit statistics in the following alternative models showed unacceptable fit (CFI <.95, RMSEA >.10, SRMR > .08). Thus, the 
original models were accepted.  

 

 
 

 

University 
V.S. Algorithm

University 
V.S. Media

University 
V.S. Fact Check 
Organizations

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001

Perceived 
source 

expertise

Attitude 
towards 

vaccination

GOODNESS OF FIT

CFI = 0.64
RMSEA = 0.4 
SRMR =  0.3
X2 (13) = 165, p < 0.001

Perceived 
vaccine 
dangers
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Medical 
V.S. Algorithm

Medical 
V.S. Media

Medical 
V.S. Fact Check 
Organizations

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001

Perceived 
source 

expertise

Attitude 
towards 

vaccination

GOODNESS OF FIT

CFI = 0.71
RMSEA = 0.5 
SRMR =  0.2
X2 (13) = 98.5, p < 0.001

Perceived 
vaccine 
dangers
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APPENDIX Q. Pre-registration Details of the Field Experiment on Open Science Foundation. 

Description 

This is an online field experiment to test the effects of vaccine misinformation tweets and fact-checking vaccine misinformation 
tweets on people's vaccination attitudes.  

 

Everyone with a valid Twitter account, is at least 18 years old, and resides in the United States can participate in this study. The 
experiment has two components: (1) pre-survey before experiment, (2) follow or not follow a Twitter account for 5 days, then 
complete the post-survey. Participants will fill out a pre-survey examining their base-line attitudes and beliefs about vaccination, then 
they will be randomly selected to either follow one of the three Twitter accounts or not follow anything for 5 days. After the 5th day, 
participants will be asked to fill out a post-survey examining their attitudes towards flu vaccine and covid-19 vaccines.  

 

The experiment has three conditions: (1) The misinformation condition. This group will follow a Twitter account that sends out 
vaccine misinformation 6 times per day for 5 days. Misinformation tweets are about flu vaccine and covid-19 vaccine collected from 
real online data and modified with similar word counts. The misinformation group will be blocked from seeing tweets from the other 2 
Twitter accounts used in this study. (2) The fact-checking condition. This group will follow a Twitter account that retweets all the 
misinformation posts from the misinformation account while fact-checking these posts using both simple narratives in the tweet and a 
link to credible sources, for example, CDC, FDA, or Johns Hopkins University. This group will be blocked from seeing tweets from 
the non-vaccine information Twitter account (condition 3), but not blocked from seeing tweets from the misinformation group. (3) The 
non-vaccine information condition. This group will follow a Twitter account that sends out Travel tweets. The group will be blocked 
from seeing misinformation and fact-checking accounts. This group will be used to compare whether exposure to misinformation or 
fact-checking information results in any differences. Note that all Twitter accounts will send out 9 tweets each day from 9am PT to 
8pm PT. For condition (1), 6 out of 9 tweets are misinformation tweets and the other 3 are tweets about either flu or covid. For 
condition (2), 6 out of 9 tweets are retweeting and fact-checking the 6 tweets sent by misinformation account, the other 2 tweets are 
about either flu or covid.  

 

More details here: 

Featherstone, J. D., Zhang, J., & La Rocco, V. (2021, January 8). The effects of vaccine misinformation and fact-checking 
labels on vaccination attitudes -- A field experiment on Twitter. Retrieved from osf.io/zvtpg 
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APPENDIX R. Demographic Characteristics of Participants by Attention Check Criteria.   
Variables Total 

(n = 394) 
n (%) 

Compliant Sample 
(n = 365) 

n (%) 

Failed Attention Check  
(n = 29) 
n (%) 

Test 
statistic 

P-value 

Age, M (SD) 23.9 (7.8)  23.9 (7.71) 24.3 (9.27) .251c .803 

Gender  
  

  
Male 143 (36.3) 135 (37) 8 (27.6) 1.88b .392 
Female 243 (61.7) 222(60.82) 21 (72.4)   
Other 8 (2) 8 (2.18) 0 (0)   

Education  
  

6.17b .405 
High school or less 182 (46) 170 (46.6) 13 (44.8)   
Some college 100 (25.4) 92 (25.2) 8 (27.6)   
Bachelor's degree 83 (21.1) 77 (21.1) 6 (20.7)   
Post-Bachelor’s degree 28 (7.5) 26 (6.8) 2 (6.9)   

Race  
  

5.26b .385 
White 164 (41.6) 153 (41.9) 11 (37.9)   
Latino 80 (20.3) 77 (21.1) 3 (10.3)   
Black 16 (4.1) 15 (4.1) 1 (3.4)   
Asian 124 (31.5) 110 (30.1) 14 (48.4)   
Other 10 (2.5) 10 (2.8) 0 (0)   

Conspiracy beliefsa, M 
(SD) 

2.38 (1.19) 2.35 (1.21) 2.69 (.93) 1.85c .092 

      
Note: a Conspiracy beliefs was measured on a 7-point scale. 

b Test statistic is χ2 statistic comparing percentages between the two samples. 
c Test statistic is T statistic comparing differences between two means. 
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APPENDIX S. Demographic Characteristics of Participants across Conditions 
Variables Total 

(n = 394)  
Correction 
(n = 134)  

Misinformation  
(n = 138)  

Control 
(n = 122) 

 

Test 
statistic 

P-value 

Age, M (SD) 23.9 (7.8)  23.4 (7.4)  23.4 (6.7)  24.9 (9.3)  0.32b .875 

Gender 
   

 
  

Male 143 50 46 47 3.40a .493 
Female 243 82 87 74 

  

Other 8 2 5 1   
Education 

   
 13.77a .316 

High school or less 182 65 67 51 
  

Some college 100 29 36 35 
  

Bachelor’s degree 83 28 28 27 
  

Post-Bachelor’s degree 28 12 7 9 
  

Race 
   

 4.69a .911 
White 164 56 57 51 

  

Latino 80 33 25 22 
  

Black 16 5 6  5 
  

Asian 124 37 45 42  
  

Other 10 3 5 2 
  

Conspiracy beliefsc,  
M (SD) 

2.38 (1.19) 2.34 (1.16) 2.46 (1.21) 2.33 (1.21) 0.48d .618 

       

    Note  a Test statistic is F statistic based on a one-factor ANOVA model using the 3 conditions.  
                b Test statistic is χ2 statistic comparing proportions across the 3 conditions. 

          c Conspiracy beliefs was measured on a 7-point scale. 
          d Test statistic is F statistic based on a one-factor ANOVA model using the 3 conditions.   
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APPENDIX T. Means and Standard Deviations of Measured Outcomes across Conditions 
Variables Total 

(n = 394)  
Correction 
(n = 134)  

Misinformation  
(n = 138)  

Control 
(n = 122) 

 

Test 
statistic  

P-value 

Attitude towards flu 
vaccination 

6.37 
(SD = 1.08)  

6.46 
(SD = .92) 

6.23 
(SD = 1.21) 

6.33 
(SD = 1.08) 

3.91a .021 

Flu vaccine safety 
concerns 

3.11 
(SD = 1.73) 

3.03 
(SD = 1.64) 

3.17 
(SD = 1.77) 

3.13 
(SD = 1.78) 

.47b .625 

Perceived flu vaccine 
effectiveness 

5.49 
(SD = 1.29) 

5.73 
(SD = 1.19) 

5.37 
(SD = 1.33) 

5.36 
(SD = 1.31) 

4.68b .008 

Flu vaccination 
intention 

4.15 
(SD = 1.63) 

4.10 
(SD = 1.62) 

4.06 
(SD = 1.65) 

4.01 
(SD = 1.64) 

1.19b .309 

Attitude towards 
Covid-19 vaccination 

6.31 
(SD = 1.22)  

6.44 
(SD = 1.14) 

6.22 
(SD = 1.25) 

6.27 
(SD = 1.28) 

3.81a .023 

Covid-19 vaccine 
safety concerns 

4.10 
(SD = 1.73) 

4.01 
(SD = 1.95) 

4.21 
(SD = 1.87) 

4.08 
(SD = 1.84) 

.84b .433 

Perceived Covid-19 
vaccine effectiveness 

5.36 
(SD = 1.42) 

5.51 
(SD = 1.28) 

5.29 
(SD = 1.58) 

5.29 
(SD = 1.38) 

1.45b .236 

Covid-19 vaccination 
intention 

6.06 
(SD = 1.53) 

6.07 
(SD = 1.54) 

6.00 
(SD = 1.44) 

6.11 
(SD = 1.61) 

.38b .681 

Prior general attitude 
towards vaccination 

6.51 
(SD = .90) 

6.60 
(SD = .73) 

6.64 
(SD = .99) 

6.52 
(SD = .95) 

1.52a .22 

Conspiracy beliefs 2.38  
(SD = 1.19) 

2.34  
(SD = 1.16) 

2.46  
(SD = 1.21) 

2.33  
(SD = 1.21) 

0.48a .618 

       
 Note    a Test statistic is F statistic based on a one-factor ANCOVA model across the 3 conditions.  
          b Test statistic is F statistic based on a one-factor ANOVA model with pre-attitude as a covariate across the 3 conditions. 
          c Means and standard deviations are unadjusted.   
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APPENDIX U.  Bivariate Correlations of Measured Outcomes, Moderators, and Controlled Variables.  
Bivariate Correlations (N = 394)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. Flu attitude  1          

2. Flu safety  -.42*** 1 

   

     

3. Flu  

   effectiveness 

.44*** -.09 1 

  

     

4. Flu  

    intention 

.42*** -.22** .36*** 1 

 

     

5. Covid  

   attitude  

.67*** -.34*** .28*** .38*** 1      

6. Covid safety  -.34*** .63*** 0 -.15 -.39*** 1     

7. Covid 

   effectiveness 

.41*** -.12* .42*** .38*** .49*** -.16** 1    

8. Covid  

    intention 

.55*** -.30*** .23*** .47*** .74*** -.33*** .47*** 1   

9. Pre-attitude  .65*** -.36*** .33*** .28*** .62*** -.32*** .36*** .50*** 1  

10. Conspiracy  

      beliefs 

-.53*** .51*** -.17*** -.26** -.55*** .46*** -.27*** -.48*** -.63*** 1 

Note. *P < 0.5, **P <.01, ***P <.001 (2-tailed).  
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APPENDIX V. Point Estimates and Standard Errors (SE) of Structural Equation Models (N = 394). 
 

 Effect on 
attitude (SE) 

Effect on 
safety concerns 

(SE) 

Effect on 
effectiveness 

(SE) 

Effect on 
intention (SE) 

Indirect effect on 
intention through 

attitude 
(SE) 

Indirect effect on 
intention through 

effectiveness 
(SE) 

Flu vaccination intention model 
Falsification vs. 
Misinformation 

0.26 (0.13)* -0.01 (0.14) 0.27 (0.12)*    0.05 (0.21) 0.10 (0.06) ** 
95% CI:  

[0.04, 0.16] 

0.06 (0.04) * 
95% CI:  

[0.02, 0.10] 
Attitude      0.37 (0.09)***   

Safety concerns       -0.06 (0.08)   
Effectiveness    0.24 (0.08)*   

Covid-19 vaccination intention model 
Falsification vs. 
Misinformation 

0.24 (0.09)* -0.14 (0.13) 0.11 (0.13) 0.10 (0.12) 0.09 (0.06) ** 
95% CI:  

[0.03, 0.15] 

0.02 (0.03) 
95% CI:  

[-0.01, 0.05] 
Attitude      0.59 (0.05)***   

Safety concerns    -0.07 (0.04)   
Effectiveness     0.19 (0.05) ***   

Note: * p < 0.5, ** p < .01, ***p < .001. CI: Confidence Interval. 
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APPENDIX W. Point Estimates and Standard Errors (SE) of Structural Equation Models (N = 365). 
 

 Effect on 
attitude (SE) 

Effect on 
safety concerns 

(SE) 

Effect on 
effectiveness 

(SE) 

Effect on 
intention (SE) 

Indirect effect on 
intention through 

attitude 
(SE) 

Indirect effect on 
intention through 

effectiveness 
(SE) 

Flu vaccination intention model 
Falsification vs. 
Misinformation 

0.22 (0.13) -0.08 (0.14) 0.19 (0.14)    0.03 (0.22) 0.1 (0.06) ** 
95% CI:  

[0.04, 0.16] 

0.06 (0.04) * 
95% CI:  

[0.02, 0.10] 
Attitude      0.34 (0.09)***   

Safety concerns       -0.08 (0.09)   
Effectiveness    0.15 (0.12)   

Covid-19 vaccination intention model 
Falsification vs. 
Misinformation 

0.16 (0.12) -0.17 (0.14) 0.09 (0.14) -0.16 (0.12) 0.03 (0.06)  
95% CI:  

[-0.03, 0.09] 

0.01 (0.06) 
95% CI:  

[-0.05, 0.07] 
Attitude      0.61 (0.05)***   

Safety concerns    -0.06 (0.05)   
Effectiveness     0.20 (0.06) ***   

Note: * p < 0.5, ** p < .01, ***p < .001. CI: Confidence Interval. 
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APPENDIX X. Unstandardized and Standardized Coefficients for CFA Model  
Observed variable Latent construct β B SE 

Attitude towards flu 
vaccination 

Attitude 1 0.49 0.97 0.02 
Attitude 2 0.48 0.96 0.02 
Attitude 3 0.46 0.94 0.03 
Attitude 4 0.43 0.92 0.03 

Flu vaccine safety 
concerns 

Safety 1 0.89 0.95 0.04 
Safety 2 0.94 0.97 0.04 
Safety 3 0.91 0.96 0.04 

Perceived flu vaccine 
effectiveness 

Effectiveness 1 0.50 0.91 0.03 
Effectiveness 2 0.51 0.93 0.03 
Effectiveness 3 0.50 0.91 0.03 

Flu vaccination intention Intention 1 1.17 0.96 0.05 
Intention 2 1.12 0.94 0.05 
Intention 3 1.15 0.95 0.05 

Attitude towards Covid-
19 vaccination 

Attitude 1 0.49 0.97 0.02 
Attitude 2 0.50 0.98 0.02 
Attitude 3 0.48 0.95 0.03 
Attitude 4 0.44 0.93 0.03 

Covid-19 vaccine safety 
concerns 

Safety 1 0.88 0.94 0.05 
Safety 2 0.92 0.96 0.04 
Safety 3 0.91 0.95 0.04 

Perceived Covid-19 
vaccine effectiveness 

Effectiveness 1 0.53 0.92 0.03 
Effectiveness 2 0.50 0.90 0.03 
Effectiveness 3 0.51 0.91 0.03 

Covid-19 vaccination 
intention 

Intention 1 1.12 0.93 0.05 
Intention 2 1.12 0.93 0.05 
Intention 3 1.16 0.95 0.05 
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Appendix Y Measurements  

Attitude 

Study 1: 

Imagine that you have a child and answer the question:  

I think getting the MMR vaccine for my child is: 

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7   

Bad o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Good 

Harmful o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Beneficial 

Foolish o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Wise 

Useless o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Useful 
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Study 2: 

In general, I think getting vaccine is: 

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7   

Bad o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Good 

Harmful o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Beneficial 

Foolish o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Wise 

Useless o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Useful 
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I think getting the flu/Tdap/ vaccine is: 

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7   

Bad o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Good 

Harmful o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Beneficial 

Foolish o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Wise 

Useless o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Useful 

Study 3: 
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I think getting the flu vaccine is: 

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7   

Bad o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Good 

Harmful o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Beneficial 

Foolish o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Wise 

Useless o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Useful 
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I think getting the covid-19 vaccine is: 

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7   

Bad o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Good 

Harmful o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Beneficial 

Foolish o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Wise 

Useless o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Useful 
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Intent: 

Study 1: 

Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following three statements. 

 Extremely 
unlikely 

Somewhat 
unlikely 

Neither likely 
nor unlikely Somewhat likely  Extremely 

likely 

How likely would you get the MMR 
vaccine for your child?  o  o  o  o  o  

If you were faced with the decision 
of whether to get the MMR vaccine 

for your child today, how likely 
would you get it?  

o  o  o  o  o  

How likely would you get the MMR 
vaccine for your child in the future?  o  o  o  o  o  
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Study 3: 

How likely would you get the flu vaccine right now? 

o Extremely unlikely   

o Unlikely   

o Somewhat unlikely   

o Neither likely nor unlikely   

o Somewhat likely   

o Likely   

o Extremely likely   
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How likely would you get the flu vaccine within the next 30 days? 

o Extremely unlikely   

o Unlikely   

o Somewhat unlikely  

o Neither likely nor unlikely   

o Somewhat likely   

o Likely   

o Extremely likely   
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How likely would you get the flu vaccine in the future? 

o Extremely unlikely   

o Unlikely   

o Somewhat unlikely   

o Neither likely nor unlikely   

o Somewhat likely   

o Likely  

o Extremely likely   
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If the COVID-19 vaccine is available to you right now, how likely would you get it today? 

o Extremely unlikely   

o Unlikely   

o Somewhat unlikely  

o Neither likely nor unlikely  

o Somewhat likely  

o Likely   

o Extremely likely  
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How likely would you get the COVID-19 vaccine when it is available to you? 

o Extremely unlikely  

o Unlikely  

o Somewhat unlikely  

o Neither likely nor unlikely  

o Somewhat likely   

o Likely   

o Extremely likely   
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How likely would you get the COVID-19 vaccine in the future? 

o Extremely unlikely   

o Unlikely  

o Somewhat unlikely  

o Neither likely nor unlikely  

o Somewhat likely 

o Likely  

o Extremely likely  
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Vaccine safety concerns: 

Study 1: 

Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following five statements.  

 Strongly 
disagree  

Somewhat 
disagree  

Neither agree nor 
disagree  

Somewhat 
agree  

Strongly 
agree  

I worry about the short-term side 
effects of the MMR vaccine.   o  o  o  o  o  

I worry that the MMR vaccine might 
negatively affect my child's body.  o  o  o  o  o  

I worry that the MMR vaccine might 
have unknown long-term side effects.  o  o  o  o  o  

Getting the MMR vaccine for my 
child gives me relief.  o  o  o  o  o  

Getting the MMR vaccine for my 
child gives me reassurance.  o  o  o  o  o  
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Study 3: 

Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following three statements.   
  

 Strongly 
disagree  Disagree  Somewhat 

disagree  
Neither agree 
nor disagree  Somewhat agree  Agree  Strongly agree  

I worry about the 
short-term side 
effects of flu 

vaccines.  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I worry that flu 
vaccines might 

negatively affect 
my body.  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I worry that flu 
vaccines might 
have unknown 
long-term side 

effects.  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following five statements.   

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree  Somewhat 

disagree  
Neither agree 
nor disagree  

Somewhat 
agree  Agree  Strongly agree  

I worry about the short-term side 
effects of COVID-19 vaccines.  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I worry that COVID-19 vaccines 
might negatively affect my 

body.  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I worry that COVID-19 vaccines 
might have unknown long-term 

side effects.  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Perceived vaccine effectiveness: 

Study 1: 

Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following three statements.  

 Strongly 
disagree 

Somewhat 
disagree 

Neither agree nor 
disagree Somewhat agree  Strongly 

agree  

I believe the MMR vaccine is 
effective in preventing measles, 

mumps, and rubella. o  o  o  o  o  
I believe if my child gets the 

MMR vaccine, she/he will be less 
likely to get measles, mumps, and 

rubella. 
o  o  o  o  o  

I believe the MMR vaccine works 
in protecting my child from the 
measles, mumps, and rubella 

viruses. 
o  o  o  o  o  
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Study 3:  

Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following three statements.  

 Strongly 
disagree  Disagree  Somewhat 

disagree  
Neither agree 
nor disagree  

Somewhat 
agree  Agree  Strongly 

agree  

I believe flu vaccines are effective in 
preventing flu viruses.  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I believe if I get the flu vaccine, I will be 
less likely to get the flu.  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I believe flu vaccines work in protecting 
me from the flu.  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following five statements.   
  

 Strongly 
disagree  Disagree Somewhat 

disagree 
Neither agree 
nor disagree  

Somewhat 
agree  Agree Strongly agree 

I worry about the short-term side 
effects of COVID-19 vaccines. 

(1)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I worry that COVID-19 vaccines 
might negatively affect my body. 

(2)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I worry that COVID-19 vaccines 
might have unknown long-term 

side effects. (3)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Trust towards scientists 

Study 1: 

Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following two statements.  

 Strongly disagree  Somewhat 
disagree  

Neither agree or 
disagree  Somewhat agree  Strongly 

agree  

Scientists generally agree 
on vaccine effectiveness.  o  o  o  o  o  

Scientists have the expertise 
to make a competent 

judgment about vaccine 
effectiveness.   

o  o  o  o  o  
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Source Expertise: 

Study 2: 

Now, please think back to the fact-checking source (the source that falsified the tweet). How strongly do you agree or disagree with 
the following statements? 

 Strongly 
disagree  Disagree  Somewhat 

disagree  
Neither agree nor 

disagree  
Somewhat 

agree  Agree  Strongly 
agree  

The source is 
knowledgeable about 

vaccines.  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
The source has a good 

track record of providing 
information about 

vaccines.  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

The source has expertise 
on vaccines.  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Source trustworthiness: 

Study 2: 

 How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree  Somewhat 

disagree  
Neither agree nor 

disagree  
Somewhat 

agree Agree  Strongly 
agree  

The source is likely to withhold 
vaccine information from the 

public.  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Vaccine information from the 

source is distorted.  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Vaccine information from the 

source has been proven wrong in 
the past.  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

The source provides vaccine 
information only to protect 

themselves and their own interest.  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Conspiracy beliefs (For all studies) 

Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following five statements.  

 Strongly disagree (1) Somewhat 
disagree (2) 

Neither agree nor 
disagree (3) 

Somewhat 
agree (4) 

Strongly 
agree (5) 

The real truth about vaccines is 
being kept from the public. o  o  o  o  o  

People need to wake up and start 
asking questions about vaccines. o  o  o  o  o  

Legitimate questions about 
vaccines are being suppressed 
by the government, the media, 

and academia. 
o  o  o  o  o  

Reporters, scientists, and 
government officials are 

involved in a conspiracy to 
cover up important information 

about vaccines. 

o  o  o  o  o  

An impartial, independent 
investigation of vaccines would 
show once and for all that we’ve 
been lied to on a massive scale.  

o  o  o  o  o  
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Demographics (For all studies) 

What is your current age? 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Are you a male or female? 

o Male   

o Female  

o Other   
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Which of the following describes your race/ethnicity? 

o White/Caucasian   

o Hispanic/Latino   

o Black/African American   

o American Indian or Alaska Native   

o Asian or Pacific Islander   

o Other   

 

What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have received? 

o High school incomplete or less   

o High school graduate or GED (includes technical/vocational training that doesn’t count towards college credit)   

o Some college (some community college, associate’s degree)   

o Four-year college degree/bachelor’s degree   

o Some postgraduate or professional schooling, no postgraduate degree   

o Postgraduate or professional degree, including master’s, doctorate, medical or law degree   
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Last year, what was your total family income from all sources, before taxes? 

o Less than $10,000   

o $10,000 to less than $20,000   

o $20,000 to less than $30,000   

o $30,000 to less than $40,000   

o $40,000 to less than $50,000    

o $50,000 to less than $75,000   

o $75,000 to less than $100,000   

o $100,000 to less than $150,000   

o $150,000 or more   
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How many children do you have? 

o 0   

o 1   

o 2   

o 3   

o 4 and above  

 

 




